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TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

Mr. Editor— I must again ask the use
an articlein
the Hollander of Oct. 7th which pretends
to be an answer to ray article on the “Anti-masonic movement,” and which I will

Produce, Etc-

$1.50 per year if paid in advance;$1.75 if
TYOONE, C., Wholesale Dealer in a'.l kinds of
paid at three month*, and $2.00 if
13 Moat. Pays the highestprice for cattle.
paid at six months.
Zeeland, Ottawa Co.,
2-ly
JOB PttIMTIMO rilOJUTLY AND NEATLY DONE.

TEE ANTI-MASONIO MOVEMENT.

V

Terms of Subscription:

WHOLE

8, 1879.

For the Holland City News.

Dialers.

VAN

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

BOLUflBCITY,

MICH.,

L., Surgeon,Physicianand Accouchhis residence, Overysel, Mich.

xa. eur. Officeat

Fancy Goods, Albums, Autographs,
T EDEBOEU,F.S.,City Physician and Surgeon; Wallets, Stereoscopesand Views, Pocketlx office at residence, on Eighth street, near Books, Specie-Books,Dolls, Doll Heads,
Chi. & M. L. S. U. R. crossing.
Building Blocks and Toys for Children,

in

writing and pub

llshingthat article, as I did, 1 can say that
they were of the best and purest, and none
such as attributed to me. Further, that
the interests of our Holland people and
our beloved Institutionarc dear to me, and
whenever I was culled upon, ns I frequently was, to give an explanation of the motive of our Holland brethern in this move
ment, I have always attempted to give as
favorable an explanationas possible,and
will continue to do so. As to the effect
this movement hud upon the Eastern brethren, I rcler the reader to the e cellent article by Prof. T. Romeyn Beck, in the
the Holland City News of Sept. 20.
First 1 must slate that it was, and is, not
my intention to elicit any debate on this
question, as I have no desire nor time for
such; thereforethis article must suffice
for the futuie, unless for obvious reasons I
will be compelled to take it up.
The writer signs himself “A member of
the First Church” (in the singular) which
seems to be a mistake, as the languageused
bears unmistakable traces of the style of
an other prominent member ot the First
Church. But be this as it may
I was pleased to hear that said writer,
who is well known to me, had undertaken

NO.

403.

any one in so doing: therefore I would be
very much obliged to the writer if ho
would mention the chapter and verse upon
which he bases his right. Then the writer
asks, “have we as Christians, as true disciples of Jesus, any right to pay homage
to another king than to Him, to whom
alone praise belongs? Is it nut that wo
can only serve one Lord ? There is only
one Lord worthy to be adored.” Of course
thus insinuating that fiey do serve another
king and another master than the Lord Jesus Christ; that they do pray to anolhir
Lord; which assertionsmust be proved beyond doubt, or else the charge is false.
Further the writer says that 1 accuse
them of being superstitiousand prejudiced
by the stories related to them by their
parents and others,concerningfree masonry. I did not make the former statement,
however, the writer can take it so if it
pleases him, but the latter statement I
maintain.

still

Again— I am very much obliged to the
writer for his informationon the Morgan
Question, although I was not ignorant of
the sources to which he refers. The arguments are conclusive as far as they go,
but the trouble is that they don’t go very
far. Almost immediatelywe meet with a
formidableobstacle in the form of denials

made

in regard to these confessionsto
which the writer alludes, and. it takes us
long to decide whether we shall take these*
confessions or these denials as the truth in
the matter; since it is very difficult, next
to impossible, to obtain the absolute truth.
But even if we admit that these confessions are Hue, even then they can only refer to that particular lodge and not to the
Order of tree masons in general. Thus
we sec that the gentleman cannot sustain
his charge, and prudence would require
not to make it. The writer says that I

mix the matter up too much. But this
proves that he did nut at all catch my intention, although it was clearlyexpressed,
and evident in the course I persuea. And
for his and other persons’ benefit I will
state it

again. My

intention

was

not at

to favor free-masonry, but to prevent
5.20 “
11.55 a. m.
this anti-masonicparty Irom taking any
3.30 p. in.
\ 10 00 p.m.
rush actions, which might cause much
of every description, at
to answer my article, and that for two rouble in the Church, and endanger the
Muskegon, Pentwater
VfC CULLOCH THUS., Physician, Surgeon and
KANTERS’ BOOK STORE. reasons. First, because from this gentle best interests of our Institution. And this
& Big Rapids. *10.25 a.
5.25 a. m. i'J- Accoucheur.Office, Vau Putlcu’s Drugstore,
man I could expect as full and intelligent I tried to do by consideringboth sides of
10.30
3.33 p. m. Holland, Michigan.
If you don’t believe that styles change an exposition of the whole matter us could the question, the pro's as well os the con's,
“ t 10.05 p.m. # 0.10 “
OCHOUTEN, It. A.. Pnysiclnn and Surgeon; in the apparel for our feet as well as for be expected from any member of ilie First that thus my friends might be induced to
New Bullalo &
officeat the First Ward Drug Store, Eighth the rest of the body, then step Into the
Church. And in the second place, because act intelligentlyupon the subject. I am
Chicago. I 1.30 a.m. 12.00 “
Street.
Bankrupt Boot and Shoe Store, at No. 28 I thought that he would put a fair inter- sorry that the writer did not follow his
f 5.15
* 10 45 a.m.
\1 ANTING, A. O., Physician and Surgeon; Canal Street, Grand Rapids, and they will pretation upon my views, without dlstoi l- first intention,viz., to translate the whole
3 25 p. m. | 10.15 p. m.
31 office at GraafrchnpVillage,Allegan county, show you the difference. Their last arri- ing any of them, us is so frequently done. article, for then my Holland friends could
* 5.55
Mich. Office hours from 10 to U a.
2t>-ly.
vals are simply magnificent.Just call in But in both respects I am sadly d’cappolnt*. have judged for themselves, but now they
• Mixed trains,
t Daily except Sunday and Monday.
ed, as he either avoids, or but slightly must lake It as the writer pleases to present
MEST, R. B.. Physician und Surgeon. Zeeland, there, and examine the stock. 87-3w.
X Daily except Saturday,
touches upon, the most important questions it. But I hope that the writer will yet un13
Mich. Officeat De Kruif’s drug-store.
i Mondays only.
28-1 y.
without throwing any light upon the sub- dertake It, providedhe does it fairly, and
All other trains dally except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
ject. And in other instanceshe quotes presents it in its true light. Besides the
Phjtjgrapher.
ime which Is 20 minutes later than Columbus
parts of my arguments aud comments writer is in duty bound to translatethe artime.
IflGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer. GalPRICES WAY DOWN! AS LOW AS THE upon them in such a way as to present ticle, ns I have a right to demand n lair
11 lery opposite this office.
them in a very different light than was in- presentation of my position; and the people
LOWEST
Salileri.
tended.
Grand Haven Rail Road.
also have a right to demand the whole
The writer represents me ns stating that truth and nothing but the truth. ThereVAUPELL, U., Manufacturerof aud dealer in
Taken Effect, Monday, June 23, 1879.
Harness, Trunks, Saddles aud Whips;
Goods Just Received! the First Church acicd fanaticallyand un fore I hope the writer will acquit himself
Eighth street.
Christian in this movement, which is not of this obligation as a true gentleman.
Stock Complete! Quality Unexcelled!
Qdsg Scuth.
true. I said no such thing, and would
Qci&S North.
The reason which the writer gives for
TobaccsaniCigars.
No. 1,
No.
STATIONS.
No. 4. No. 2.
not do so for good reasons; but I purpose- this contemplated translation Is because
a. in.
p. m.
a. m.
p. in,
OIL
CLOTHS,
'pK ROLLER, G. J., Generaldealer in Tobacco,
ly limited my remarks to the leaders of the article contains so much useful inforMuskegon,
2 17
12 20
JL Cigars. Snuil, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
Forryshurg,
2 50
11 47
this aml-mnsonicmovement. And the mation, which our people had not yet
RUGS, CARPETS,
6 15
2 51
8 23 11 42
Grand Haven,
reader will see that even to them I have heard. Thus probably unknowinglyrePigeon,
3 22
6 53
7 57 11 12
Watch** and Jewilry.
SPRINGBEDS,
not made my statement as strong as the tlectingupon the exposition given by Mr.
Holland,
3 55
7 22
7 30 10 44
Fillmore,
4 13
7 42
writer takes it up. But if the writer knows Ronayne, as it shows clearly that it was
7 12 10 25
f OSLIN & BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
WALL-PAPER,
Allegan,
5 00
8 35
9 35
ti 25
fj aud dealers iu Fancy Goods; Corner ot Marat all wlml a fanatic is, and carefully con- incomplete.
ket aud Eighth Street.
CURTAINS, siders the action of some of the leaders in
FRED. H. MAY, Manager.
In order to accomplishhis purpose, Mr.
E. C. Leavenworth,Oen'l Freight Agent.
Of all Descriptions.
this movement, then he will see that there Ronayne may have suppressedthose feaW. BAUMGARTEL, Aged.
is no occasion fi»r retracting anything of
Holland. Mich.
tures which would place free-masonryin
Close connections made at Allegan with G. R. &
what I have said, but that I can easily its most favorable aspect, und brought to
R. R. and L. S. A M. S. for I’lalnweil,Kalama01 all kinds and prices.
verify my statement. The same applies to light only those by which he could the
zoo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland. &c., &c.
I. 0. of 0. F.
the statement that an unchristian spirit more easily secure his purpose. Or, by
Holland City Lodge, No. 192. IndependentOrder OLD MACHINES taken in exchange, and re- was manilested. I have Indeed treatedthe
making the most ol those facts which
paired.
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
resolution in De Hope ironically,aud the would give his audience a more unfavorFellow's Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
gttsmic:s$ Rircctoni.
of each week
NEEDLES, OIL. ATTACHMENTSand PARTS whole proceeding has abundantly proven able impression of the Older, he may
Visiting brothers arecordially invited.
that it was not altogether undeserved. I either hHve touched but slightly upon those
for all Sewing Machines.
M. Uarbinoton, N. G.
did not criticise the cause for this move- which seemed to him of little importance,
Will
H.
Rooehs,
R.
S.
Attoroeyi.
ment, but the way it was carried on. Aud or in his great zeal he may have lost sight
Also, a Complete Stock of
F. & A. HI.
in this, I honestly cojfess, that I can see of them altogether.How this may be,
OWARD.M. I)., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
- Notary Public; River street.
A Regular Communication of Unity Lodge.
very liitleof the “broad Christian basis;” one fact is plain, viz., that the leaders of
No. 191, F. & A. M.. will he held at Masonic Hall. COFFIXS, CASKETS,
very little of the true Gospel spirit, and of this anil-masonicmovement have based
\fC BRIDE, P. II., Attorney and Counselor at Holland.Mich., on Wednesday evening, Nov.
the example o.,r Savior gives us in Mat- their conclusions upon a partialrevelation
and
Ivl Law, and Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11 20, at o’clock, sharp.
River street.
thew 14: 15—17, as to how we should deal of free masonry; and who knows but that
Otto Brbyman. W. M.
W. II. J oslin, Sec'u.
with those who have sinned against us, or they would materially change their views,
T>ARKS, W. H. Attorney and Councelor at Law.
Always on hand.
made themselves amenable to church dis- if a full and impartialexposition would
corner of River and lUghth streets.
We are also Agent* for the CelebratedANTI cipline. But on the contrary they are at be made.
SEPTIC FLUID for preservspecial Rife'S.
once condemned without any brotherly
So much in reply to the articlein the
ing the Dead.
admonition,or even a hearing. They are Inlander.
Eighth street.
|y Please come and give ua a call.
threatened w ith excommunication,and unIn conclusion, I hope that my friends
Fine lot of Embossed Scrapbooks,and
H. MEYER & CO.
doubtedly in many instances it would be will permit me to make a few statements
Basking »nl Exchange.
Pictures,
L. T. KaNTERS.
P.
H. VAN DER WEYDEN. applied if they only had the power to do conceding our TheologicalSeminary at
PUTTEN JACOB, Banking and Col
so. For was it in their power, some of New Brunswick. I find this to be necesA
Complete
assortment
of
Spectacles
lecting, Drafis bought and sold; Eighth
ray friends would with one fell stroke sary as some of my fr’ends seem to have
to suit the dillerent qualities and ages of
street.
sw'eep every trace of free-mnsonryfrom doubts onceruingthe character of the insight, just received, at
Manufacturersand Jobbers of
the face of the globe. And I could even structiongiven here; as alco that there is a
Barken.
JsO. Doesbuug’s Drug Stork.
say more than this, as I have ti e evidences lack o personal coosecraion and of deTAE GROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
at hand to prove it, but it is not necessary, votional spirit among the students and an,
A fresh supply of all kinds of candy
XJ ehampoonlng, hair-dyeing, etc., done at rea
as this sufficientlyproves my statement undue intimacy with, and favorable leansonable rates. Barbershop next door to the City just received
L. T. KANTERS.
and justifies me in all I have said.
14-ly
ing toward, free-masonry.
24 South Division Street,
Then the writer seems to think my arguTo this I can say, that the Instruction
Bucklin’ a Arnica Salve.
Conaliilca Uerctact.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. ment on the statement, “that free masons given here is of the best and strictly orthoThe best Salve In the world for Cuts,
are ami Christians,” as insufficient.But dox, as our Professors are men distinT)EACH BRO'3, CommissionMerchants, and Bruises, Sores, Ulcer, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
he carefully suppresses my argument and guished both for talent and an earnest con13 dealers in Grain. Flour and Produce. High- Chapped hands, Chilblains,Corns, and all
A.
est market price paid for wheat. Oflice in Brick
thus not only dep rives the reader of the secration to the Master’s work. In this.
store cor. Eighth & Fish streets,Holland, Mich. 17 kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve is
DEALERS IN
opportunity to judge for himself, but also espect we stand second Id no other Instipuarranteedto give perfect satisfaclionin
luces my argument at a disadvantage, tution in the land.
Dentist.
every case or money refunded. Price 25
y statement was not that wc find good
In regard to the devotional spirit among,
«
Cents per box. For Sale by Heber Walsh
and honest men among them ; but we find the students, I can say, that although we,
pi EE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand
AND
UT office No. 42 Ninth street,next door to ihe Holland, Michigan.
hundreds of good masons, taking that word have reasons to mourn over our shortcomFirst Reformed Ohurch.
in its widest signification,
who at the same ings, we can nevertheless confidently and!
ROBES.
A Remarkable Result.
Drugs and Meiiclnei.
pyGoods warranted firstclass. Cash and one time are good, sincere and uprigLt Chris- without boasting assert that the spiritualitians. Indeed I know not how o recon- ty of the students is all that can reasonprice only.
It makes no difference how many Phycile this relationship,nor will I attempt it. ably be expected. Among the various du1 AOESBURG, J. O., Dealer In Drugs and McdiNo. 27 Monroe Street,
JL/ cines, Paints and Oils, Brushes, <fcc. Phy- sicians,or how much medicineyou have
Nevertheless the fact remains, and unless ties of the day the culture of the heart is
•Iclan'n prescriptions carefully put up: Eighth st.
tried, it is now an established fact that
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. its consistencyis fully proved, the writer not neglected, but the private devotions as
German Syrup is the only remedy which
nor any other man has any right to call well as the prayer meetings are faithfully
\f BBNG8, D. R., Drugstore. FineDrngs, McdCALL AT'THE
them anti-Christians. That the lact do.
attended to, and frequently we have the
atI icines,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles andPer- has given complete satisfactionin severe
cases of Lung Diseases. It is true there
exist and has existed for so many years visible evidences that the Holy Spirit is
nmeries. River street.
are yet thousandsof persons who are pregives us, if not a conclusive proof, at least present with us
XTAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Mcdl- disposed to Throat and Lung Affections,
a strong presumptiveargument, that being
As to our relation to fiee- masonry I ran
..cines, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr. Consumption, Hemorrhages, Asthma, Sea mason is neither right nor wrong per se, Inform my friends that upon close inquiry
W. Van Den Biro’s FarailyMedlcines;Eighth8t.
vere Colds settled on the Breast, Pneubut a matter to be decided by each indi- I find that none of our Professors, and as
monia, Whooping Coutth, &c., who have
vidual’s conscience. Then the gentleman far as I am able to ascertain,none of the
no personalknowledge of Boschee’s Ger- No. 121 Monroe St., Grand Rapids, tries to meet my argument by making an students are masons; but that both Proles.ness.
man Syrup. To such we would say that
Indirect allusion to the Word of God, as if sors and students are opposed to the Order,
Mich., if you want Fine Cigars and Good
50,000 dozen were sold last year without
rurulturs.
that did justify him in calling them anti- so that the tenor of our TbeoKSem, at
one complaint. Consumptivestry just one Liquors.
Christians.In all my Bible studies I New Brunswick is anti-masonic.
\fEYEK, H. A CO.. Dealers in all kinds of FurIt is a rendervousfor Hollanders.
have failed to come across a single passage
L. Hkkhuis.
1Y1 nitnre.Curtains. Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, bottle. Regular size 75 cents. Sold by
all Druggistsin America.
Pictnre Frames, etc.: River street.
that could be construed so as to justify
87-Smo.
New Brunswick, Oct, 18, 1879.
Grand Rapids.
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RESTAURANT
WM. GELOOK,

that he has faith in Ouray's ability to comoel a second Plevna. The chief St Petersburg
the surrender of those found to be guilty, and newspaper admits Uiat the defeat was a rout,
| that in order to assure this he (Adams) recomand that the percentageof the Russian loss was
mends the appointment of a commissionof enormone and unprecedented....Sir Stafford
' ihree (one of the mftnber to be a military
Northcote,Chancellorof the Exchequer, iu anofficer)
thorough investigation swering a letter calling his attention to the disto find out the guilty and determine their pun- tress in Southwestern Ireland,aud enggestishment. Secretary Schurz approved the plan,
immediate action
UovI
!

foltftl
HOLLAND

CITY.

litre.

MICHIGAN.

compensation from commission on stamps sold
LYNCH LAW.
to c immission on stamps canceled, and the remainder by reduction of comoensalion allowed The Shooting and Hanging of BUI Young by
railroads.The States returning large revennes
a Hob In Clark County, Mo.
were New York, with $5,710,810; PoaniylvanU,
A dispatch from Keokuk, Iowa, dated Oct
to make
$2,732,593; Illinois, $1398,627; MassacWtw
$2,087,228; Ohio, $1,970,440; Misaouri, $1,124,- 30, says : “BUI Young, who was tried at Caho-?’
ing
by the
555, aud Michigan, $1,004,487. Alaska foots
ka, Mo., for tho murder of the Spencer family,
and ordered Gen. Adams to go ahead.— Gea er ament in providing work for the the list with a revenue of $53. Tho prinoiwd
was lynched at his homo near Luray, Mo., yesAdams telegraphs SecretarySchurz that Chief people, says
sympathizes with items of expendituioworo as follows:
Ouray has ordered the* White River Utes to the people, hut can only cefer them to the Compensationof P stmasten ........... $7,182,239 terday. Tho raid was very i-ystematically
come to Uncompahgre,where a commission is Irish Executive. He adds : “ Direct interpo- Clerks in postofflees .....................8.413 295 planned and carried into execution with desLetter carriers ..........................1 «47,7iG
to sit to investigate the White River massacre, sition by the Government would bo open to
Railroad transportation ................ 9,101,706 perate determinatioaThe mob, to the numand where those found guilty are to be sur- great abuse.”
Star aervice (i. e., by homes and ordiber of 200 or more, met near Cahorendered.
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WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW.
THE

There wm

EAST*

'

Constantinople advices represent

a great sale of trotting-

For downright, unadulterated“cheek”
commend us to the Ute Indian. Advices from
York, the other <Uy. Mr. Bonner sold eightyGea Merritt’scommand state that a Ute
six young trottersfor s total of |3i,740. The
highest price paid for any one horse was 14.000 wanior came into his camp ostensibly to treat
for Keene Jim, Mr. Dana, of the New York for peace. On receivingthe information that
stock st Mr. Robert Bonner’s sUbles, in

New

that the relations between England and

Rece ptr
Total receiptsfrom stamps, s'amped enPorte an ultimatum domruding the execution
velopes. and postal-cards............ 28.147,074
of reform* in Asiatic Turkey. If the demand
From box rents ........................1.381.1G-2
is not complied with it is believed the Sultan Net revenue from money-order
business.219,226
will be deposed and replaced by bis brother,
The aggregategross revenue at the eighty-

of

and

A

say*

The

the

in

The

.

Mo

and his command, who
Information has been received from
Died, at Farmington, Mass., the 31st
wore sent out now a month since in pursuit Africa to the effect that Prof. Rohlf, the Gerult, Jacob Abbott, a well-known author, and
of the Apache chief, Victoria, and his fol- man explorer, who recently set out with an exbrother of John 8. C. Abbott

Nathan O. Greenfield has been
teuoed to death, and his counsel are now endeavoring to secure for him a fourth trial.
Over 140.000 have been expendedin the three
trials, and the county of Oswego, N.Y., which has
been compelled to pay the enormous expense,
is on the verge of bankruptcy in consequence.

A

fire on Market

street,

Philadel-

phia, last week, destroyed property valued at

lowers, and who pursued them across the line
to their hiding-placein Mexico, returned to
Fort Bogart, N.
little tbe worse
for wear, but foil of life and spirit still
Morrow lost two
killol and bad two
wounded. Victoria’s band scattered, and Morrow, being 200 miles from bis supplies, and
two days’ march from the line, was compelled
to return. But the command underwent much
hardship,at one time being seventy hours w.thout water. The command lost a great many

M.,

a

men

animals.

A locomotive and

passenger coach

road plunged into the Hackensack
to the

draw

being open, a

riv

»r,

owing

few mornings

ago.

There were twenty pssseugersin the coach,
nearly aR of them business men on their way
to New York, several of whom were badly
bruised,and all had a narrow escape from
drowning. The engine ei of the train was
killed.

THE SOUTH

J

The murderous vendetta

in Carter

county, Ky., between the Underwood and the
Holbrook families,his raged, undisturbed by
the authorities,until all male members of the
Underwood family have been slaughtered in
the cabin where they were besieged by the Holbrooks for seme weeks. Now the asrassins
have sent notice to the women survivors of the

Underwood family that they must abandon
their homes and quit the country or they also
will be butchered.

During

the prevalence of the yellow-

Memphis this

fever epidemic in

year, the total

source, $219,226.

111.,

the house preparatoryto burning it,
when Young's children came running
out and said that their father was dead.

GENERAL.
On

arranged tbe details. On

Sunday, the day following his acquittal, Young
was married at Oahoka to Miss liray, of Ohio,
who baa been in this locality most of the time
since his arrest. They came to Keokuk Monday, and remainedhere until this moruing,
when they left for Young’s home, near Luray.
Young was warned along the line that a mob
was assemblingto hang him, but ho refused to
turnback. He said he had boat t em once, and
coold do it again, and that ho uul not propose
t° run away or bo frightenedaway.
.W4B*° kke Young from the train
at Cahoka, but owing to a delay in a telegram
the train got paat that city before tho mob assembled. They hastily followed to Luray,
however, surrounded Young’s house, aud demandJd that all but Young iuavo the builuiug.
J. O. Coffman, of Toledo,Ohio, one of Young's
attorneys, and two ladies who wire there came
out but Young insisted ihat his wife and
children remain. Filing was then opened, but
it is not known who fired the first shots. Young
would open tho door, fire into the crowd, and
dodge back This was kept up until Young
had received four wounds— one in the wrist
one in the lung, one in the scalp, and one in the
abdomen, which disabled him so that he
ceased firing.Tho mob then piled hay around

tbo arrival of tbo steamship En-

A

number of men then entered the house
brought Youug out, placed l.im in a wagon aud
drove under an arched gateway.They then
his arrival there of all his valuables, and that loading the cargo a man was found leaning
called upon him to make a confession,but
he and his comrades had been forced to return against a crate, who faintlygasped out “Water."
be is said to have asset tad bis innocence to
He was terribly emaciated and weak. He was
for a new outfit.
the last They proposed to him that if ho
asked if he had Ixeuall these days while the
would pay the costs of the prosecution,conIt is stated that the British Governship wan at sea with >ut food or drink, and he
fess the murder and leave the country they
ment has decided to send two regiments of cav- nodded once, shuddered and died. The Enwould not hang him. He offeredto i ay the
alry and a body of infantry to Ireland.
gland left Liverpool Oct. 15, and tho stowaway
costs and leave, but refused to confess.'His
must have been thirteen days without food or
NATIONAL FINANCES.
last words were that he was au inucccut
gland at Now York from Liverpool, while un-

water.

THE REDEMPTION BUREAU.
the National Rank Redemption

of.

on the New York and Greenwood Lake rail-

;

ka and

pedition for the Kufara oasis, was robbed on

Agency for OcThe works of the Metropolitan
Button Company and the White Man- his old home, on Wednesday,Nov. 5, thus tober and tbe four months ending Nov. 1, comufacturing Company, in Bridgeport.Ct, completing his journey around the world. All pared with the corresponding periods of last
: have been burned. Lo*s, $t50,000.... along the route across the continentfrom San year
yational-bnnk Sotts
Four
An Albany (N.Y.) jury has returned a verdict Francisco the ox-Presideotwas accorded the
Pluponed
October. Months.
in favor of Thomas J. Jackson against the Lake same hearty greeting which he met when first
Notes fit for circulation asShore and Michigan Southern railroad for landing upon his native eboree at the Golden
sorted and returned to bank
$20,000. The action was for injuries sustained Gite. At Virginia City, Salt Lake, Omaha,
of issue ....................
$1,704,800$ 13,026,7 X)
by Jackson, who was a pafsengeron the train Burlington, and other prominent points, Notes unfit for circulation,
asorted and ri’llvT’dto Compthat broke through the bridge at Ashtabula, stops were made for the puipose of enabling
troller for destructloQ/aud
Dec. 29, 1876. *
the populationsto honor the distinguished
replacement with new notes 1,646.900 9.453,500
The failure of Isador & Hein, New traveler.At Council Bluffs the General was Notes failed, liquidating,and
taken in charge by Gov. Gear and a delegation of
reducing
banks deposited
York fur dealers, is announced.Liabilities tbe Grand Army of the Republic,and the jourabout $150,000.

6,372,243, amounting to $88,254,541,and
the foVfigfi money-order business was
•s follows: Canada. 16,231 order* issued,
amounting to $310,288, and 20,757 orders
psid, amounting to $839,072
Great
Britain, 04,81'i orders issued, amounting to
$894,859, aud 19,740 orders paid, amounting to
$345,761; Garmaev, 47,842 orders issued,
amounting to $829,788, and 25,462 order* paid,
amounting to $639,542;Switzerland,5,135 orders issued, amounting to $96,171,aud 2,010
orders paid, amonnting to $55,829;Italy, 4,070
ordeis issued, amonntingto $103,352, and W9
orders paid, amonnting to $10,040; total
amount of fees on order* issued, $862,042, and
total not revenue to Government from this

A

Following is a statement of the operations of

Gen. Grant arrived at Galena,

$100, (XX)....

eight free-delivory postoffleeswas about $13,(XX), 000, and their gross expensed (including pay
of the letter carriers, etc.) amounted to Ifitle
more than $5,0U0,0(K).The number of domestic
money orders issued during the fiscal year was

Morrow

Maj.

three times tried for murder and twice sen-

—

are greatly strained. England has sent to tbe

the troops were not authorized to open negotiationsof that character, be notifiedthem that, who will be under the tutelary superCol. Bob Inoersoll lecturedon the if they would surrender their arm*, horses and vision
Englmd, France,
AusSabbath in Pittsburgh, in the face of a warn- supplies, they would be permittedto leave the tria It is said Russia upholds tbe Sultan.
Ute country in safety;otherwise,not one of ...A
late Cabul dispatch
that
ing from the Mayor that if he should do so he
them would escape. The General gave his cheer- eleven prisoner* have been executed for parwould be lined for a violation of the Sunday ful visitoran escort onteHe of his pickets..,. ticipation iu the massacre of the British Emordinance. The threat was not executed as to The heavy dry-gords-jobbiug and importing bassy, and sixty pers nis have been examiued
Ingersoll, but the lessee of the hall where the firm of Btettaner Bro hers & Co , of Chicago, since
trials began..,.
Eugliah
lecture was delivered has bton fined 150.
has failed for about $1,500,000.The house was journals allege that there is no good
the members of ground of apprehension of serious trouble
town of Parker, Pa., has been established in Chicago
the firm having previously accumula ed a largo with Russia, and argue tbe absence of an osvisited by a disastrous conflagration. About 100 capital in the morcan ile bUBuieap at Leaven- tensible cause for any rupture of the peaceful
buildings, comprising the principalbusiness['worth, Kansa«. They did a heavy bush e-s in relations.At the same time they admit that
portion of the town, were burned, involving a i Chicago, their jmnual ealo* am* noting to Russia's programme in the East demands the
a:im nnn nnnn whirh thfire is 15.000,000 or $0,000,000. Their paper is constant vigilanceof England....The illness
loss of probably $300,000, npon which there is
held principally in New York au^ Buiton.... of Prince Bismarck, which was at first supau insurance estimated at $2 0,000. . .Dr. KimA fight between a posse of detective* and the pos'd to be nothing worse than an ordinary atball and Mrs. Goodrich, who were found guilty
James boys is reportedto have occurred a few tack of neuralgia, has recently developed more
of having caused .the death by abortion of Jendays ago, in tbe vicinity of Joplin,
Jesae serious symptoms. While his physicians do
ny Clark, in Boston, have been sentenced, the
James is reported to have been killed. An- do not anticipate grave results, his condition is
former to six years in the Htate prison, while other of the robberswas wounded. Ooe of the such that it does not warrant any hope of his
the woman goes to the House of Correction for
detectives was shot in tbe thigh and badly hurt speedy return to the duties of his’ office.
ten years.

Sun, being the successfulbidder.

nary vehicles .........................5,537,345

service) ......................
665.107
Turkey Steamboat
ForelRn mail transportation............ 2t8,917

•

men. They

ited the East

am section of Nova

allowed

him to make

his

then drove, tho wagon out, and loft him
hanging nntil hu was dead. The mob is variously estimatedat from 2U0 to 500 men. They
sore no masks, and made no attorn p's to disguise themselves. Many of them are wellknown citizens of Clark county. Others arc
said to have been from Utinois and Iowa. Doti ctive Lane was in the mob, and took an active
will,

destructive storm recently visScotia, caus-

ing groat destruction of propertyand some loss
life —
Clark Brown was hanged last week
at Convwall, Canada, for the murder of his
father and sister. Ho made a confession of the
crime and admitted tho justice of the sentence.

of

part.

Burned: Tbo Wheeler & Wilson

.

OBITUARY.
Sewing Machine Company’s building, 155
State street,Chicago, loss $15,010;AH. AnQEN. JO HOOKER.
drews A Co.’s furniture manufactory,corner
Gea Hooker was born at Hadley, Mass., in
of Halsted and Polk streets, Chicago, loss
1815, and died at Garden City, L I., Oct 31,
$75,000;one- third the town of Mound City,
III, loss $8".0(X); Striker A Hammond’s wagon 1879 Ho graduated at West Point in 1837,
In treasury ................
859.500 1.881.200
served in tho Florida war, and in tho war with
ney across the State of Iowa was a continual Totals for *79 ................8.771, 20U 24 311,40(1 factory, at Logansport. Ind., loss $40,000: a
12.478.«.'0 67 0/2.350 block of buildings at Bridgeton, Me., loss
ovation. At Galena the General’s old friends Totals for ................
Mexico. Ho resigned his commission in
and neighbors,reinforcedby large numbers of Decrease .....................8.707,450 42,711,410 $26,000; J B. Griswold’sInmber yard at Greenthe army in 1853. Ho re-entered the
ville,
Mich.,
loss
$14,000;
he
depot
of
the
NOTE
CIRCULATION.
admirers from abroad, turned out aud gave
Louisville,
New
Albany
and
Chicago
railroad
at
military serviceat the beginning of the late
The
Comptroller
of
the
Currency
reports
the
him a royal reception.
civil war, and took an active part in McClelwhole amount of additionalcirculation issued Michigan City, Ind. , loss $20,(00.
Chicago elevators contain 5,001,819 since tbe publicationof his annual report in
lan’s peninnularcampaign. Ho commanded a
The Women’s National Temperance grand
division under Burnside at tho battle of
bushels of wheat, 1,905,783bushels of corn, November, 1878, as $15,435,875.The total
He succeeded to the comaverage amount issued the past twelve months Conventionhas just held its annual eesrion at Fredericksburg.
841,354 bushels of oats, 184,205bushels of rye,
has been at the rate of about $1,»X>,- Indianapolis, 146 delegates being in attendance. mand of tho Army of the Potomao
and 654,452 bnsbels of barley, making a grand 000 per raorth. The increase of circulaJaa 26, 1863, amt fought tho batMi*s Frances E. Willard, of Evanston,III, was4
total or 8,587,613bushels, against 7, ?W,1S0 tion for the year enoiog Nov. 1, 1878, was
tle of Cbancellorsville.
He resigned
elected President for t o ensuing year. Tho
bushels a week ago aud 5,902, 7J1 bushels at •4 216,684, and the total decreasefrom Jan. 14,
shortly after, and was succeededby Gea
following congratulatory dispatch was sent to
this period last year.
Meade. Ho was transferred to the YVest where
18(5, to the 1st of November, 1877, was more Mrs. PresidentHayes: “The women of the Naho dintir gutshed himself in tho series of bato
than $30,000,000.The total amount issued for tional Christian Temperance Union, now in
POLITICAL*
the month of October was $8,002,050. and dur- session, send greeting. 'Orsco be nnto you, tie* fought around Chattanooga in Novi mber,
It is understood by the friends of ing the months of September and October and uearo, from God onr Father and from the 1863, bis host-known and mot-t highly apprec ated exploit being the storming of Lookout
Secretary Evarts, says a Washington corre- $7,514,170, or about one-half of the whole Lord Jesus Christ. I thunk my God upon
mountain.
____
every remembrance of you.’” It was stated
by a delegate that not a single drop of liquor
Waller Scott’s Fee.
bad been at the White House, even for cooking
One
Scott,
more fumed os a poet than
purpoats, since Mrs. Hayes entered il
increase of national hank circulation issued
WASHINGTON.
a pleader, had a housebreaker for his
during tho year at $11,484,582.
client at Jed burg, and did his best for
The Comptrollerof the Cnrrency
debt statement.
THE ELECTIONS.
the rogue, who, in thanking him after
j the trial, expressed himself as much
circuU“
the offir'
General elections were held in eleven States
ment for October, issued by tho United States
aggrieved at being unable to repay him
on Tuesday, Nov. 4, and local elections woro
There is a rumor at Washington that , Trcl8Urer on lhe l8t in8l
in current coin ; but, lacking that, gave
held in Illiuoi*, Georgia and a few other Slates.
the English mission has been tenderedto ex- ! six-per-cent. bond* ....... 52s3.68l.r50
I him two valuable bits of informationPresident YNoolley, of Yale
, Five-per cent, bond* ...... 508.440.350
The results of the polling, as indicatedby the
assuring him that a yelping tender inreturn* received on the moruing after the elecAs * mark of respect to the
mmo.mo
side a house was a better protection
tion, are summarizedbelow:
of tbo late Senator Chandler, ile Presidentj Four-per-cent bond* ..... 737,946.551
against thieves than a big dog outside a
Re' unding certificates ____ 2.Mi9.4im
issued an order directing that tbo several ExXnc }'orA\— Tho election in New York was house; and that no sort of lock so bothNavy peoaion fun ...... 14.000.000
ecutive Departments bo cloked to public busifor State ‘officers,32 State Senators, and 128 ered one of his craft as an old rusty
Total coin bonda .................. $1,796. 967. 650
ness, and their flags and those of their dependAssemblymen. There were seven partiesin one. Philosophicallyaccepting tho in23,079.085
encies throughout the country be displajedat Matureddebt ........................
tho field, with five candidates for Governor. I evitable, the author of “Waverly ” conLegal tender* .......... $ 346.742.381
half-maston tho day of his funeral
Alonzo B Cornell, tho Republican candidate for
Certificates of deposit... 22.405.000
In Ins annual report, just submitted Fractional currency ____ 15,710,950
Governor, is elected by a pluralityof i soled himself by turning tho couplet:

_

rj.

. t

, ,

j
1

p"”1

J

.

j

number of cases of the disease reportedto the
Board of Health was 1,521; total deaths,
47&....A collision between Federal and
Htate authorities which threatens serious results has occurred in Wheeler
county, Texas. Deputy United States Marshals

College.

memory
1

have been arresting citizenson blank warrants;
Sheriffs a1 d coustables in retaliationhave imprisoned Deputy Marshals, and warrants are
out for nearly every official, local and national,
in the neizhborhxxl of the disturbance. Fearing trouble of a more serious character, the
Yelping errier. rusty key
Gold and s Iver certifiat>out 20,000. The remainder of the State
Governor has ordered a company of troops to to tho President, Gea Sherman dwells at conWa* Walter ScotC* firstJed dart fo\
cates .................
20.726.850
officers
chosen
are
Democrats,
as
folthe spot, and Attorney General Devens has di- siderable length on the fact that, while the reg—Cha m her a' Journal.
lows
:
Lieutenant
Governor,
Clarkson
N.
ricted that an investigation be made.
Total without interest ............405,586,190
ular army consist*of 25,000 men, only at>out
Potter ; Comptroller,Frederick P. 01Ex-Queen Isabella is an excellent
THE WEST.
20,00u are available for actual service. Nearly
cott; Secretary,Allen C. Beach; Treasurer,
Total debt ...........................
$2 225.631 >76
photographer, and has bronght back to
4,000 enlisted men are detailed for various do- Total interest ........................
21.062,481 James Mackin; AttorneyGeneral, Ang (choonAdvices from Arizona Territory re- tiee, all of thorn so important that bo has found Cash in treasury.................... 229.844,611 mak r- Engineer Horatio Sejmonr. Jr.;. Con- Paris from her villa at Fontenoy a numgress, Twelfth, Waldo Hutchins.The Legis- ber of picturesque views taken by her
pot that the Navajo Indianshave broken out, it impossibleto reduce the number. Believing
and that the troops at Fort Wingate have been that 25,000 men would be none too many for Debt leas cash In the treasury Nov.l,,79.$2101H,849,545lature is largely Republican in both branches. artisticand royal self.
exclusi ve service in the regimentsof the’ line, i Decrease daring Octolier ..............10.352.9(16
WixconAin.—The entire Republicanfltato
dispatched against them. They stole all the he again urges that Congress increase tho army Decrease since June 30, 1879.
10.357.710
ticket wa* successful in Wisconsin by a majorstock, includingthe train mules. It is also re- to that extent.
CUBBENT LIAIIIMTIKH.
THE MARKETS.
Interestdue an I unpaid ............. $
ported that the Apaches captured a station on
8,348.795 ity it is estimatedat this time at at,lX)0. Tho
Debt on which interestha* ceased.
Htate officers chosen are: Governor, YVi Ham
23.07m,035
FOREIGN.
Jornado del Nierto, near Fort Craig, and killed
NEW YORK.
In'erest thereon ...................... '1.191.471 E. Smith: Lieutenant Governor,Janies M.
hirteen penons.
.ff, 00
Bekvxs ...........................
The terriblePeravian iron-clad Huas- Gold and kilver certificates .......... 20,726, e60 Bingham; Secretary,Hans B. Warner; 'froa*- Hooa .............................
. 3 85
United State* note* held for redempMrs. and Miss Meeker and Mro. Price
nror, Richard Guenther; Attorney General, Corros ...........................
•
HI4
car has at last been captured by the Chilians ____
tion of certificates of deposit ...... 22.405, (KKi
.5(0
Alexander Wilson; Superintendent Public In- Flour- *up<Tflne.................
and her two children, late captives among the
A dispatch from Cabul says the Ameer has Oaah balance available Nov. 1. 1879. 151,092659 struction, W. C. Whitfoid.
Whkat-No.2 ....................
. 1 80
Utcs, have arrived in Denver. Mrs. Meeker is
Corn— 'eatern Mixed ............. 5?
finallyplaced his abdicationin tho bands of
Toal ..............................
$ 229,844,811 Af<iMachu*rtt*.— The Republican ticket is Oats— Mixed .....................
. 40
very feeble and ill. .. .It is stated that Gen. Ed- Gen. Itoberts....AuAlexandria correspondent
AVAILABLE A Ho RTS.
electedby a majority of between 12,(00 and Rye— Western ....................
. 85
ward Hatch, Gen. Charles Adams, Special reports Cleopatra’s Needle, while being re- Cash in treaeury.....................
$ 229,844,811 16,000 over Butler,Adams polling a very light Fork— Mea* ......................
.10 25
Agent, and Chief Ouray have been appointed a moved for shipment to tho United Staten, was
vote. Tbe State officials chosen are as follows: Lard .............................
COINAGE.
commissionto investigate the Ute ‘outbreak. seized by the creditors of the Egyptian Gov ruCHlCAG
),
Tho coinage at the mints during October was Governor, Jo n D. Long; Lieutenant Gover- Beeves -Choice Grade i Steers.... 4 80
....II G. Peters’ large lumber-mill bnrued meut
nor, Byron Wont <n; S creiary. Henry B. Peiroe;
lately it Manistee, Mich., with a lot of Inmber
Cows and Heifera ....... 2 10 ($
as follows:
Treasurer,Charles E .dicott;Audit -r, Charles
A Rome dispatch sayj that France
on the dock. It is estimatedthe total less is
Medium to Fair ......... 3 75 ((4
Piece*.
R.
Lidd;
Aitorney
General,
George
Marston.
Hoos .............................
•5J,U00. The mill was insured for $20,500.
8 00 (<$
and England now regret not having agreed to Gold double eaules ......................
63,828
/><’nn*j//i>fl«to._The
Republicanscarry Penn- Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex.. 5 75 <0
At a meeting of the Chicago Di- accept the co-operationof Italy in Egypt Gold eagle* .............................. 118,0(10
Good to choice Spring Fx 6 75
Gold balf-ea/lea ......................... 232.078 sjlvama by an estimatedmajorityof 25, (XX) or
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............. 1 14 (4
vision of the American Paper-makers’ Asso- Italy has been compelledto form with Ger4<,,OoO. The election was for a State Treasurer.
No. i Spring ............. 1 91 .y.
many and Austriaa league against the excessTotal roM ............................ 418.901 Hamnel Bntler, of Chestercounty, is the eucciation, held in Chicago, Got. 30, the price of
Corn— No. 2 ...................... 41 (4
ive preponderance of England and France.
.
Silver <lol ara ............................
2,572,100 cessful maa
Oats—
No
2 ......................
81 &
print-paper was again advanced from ^ to 1 It is stated that Gapt Carey, the officer Hllverhalf-dollar* ....................... 100
Nebratka. — In Nebraska the election wes for Ute No. 2 ....................... 74 (4
oent per pound, making the pi ice of first- cla«s who was with tbo Prince Imperial Silver quarter-doliar*....................
100
Barley—
No
2 ...................
88 (4
paper 8 cents per pound at the mills. The when he lost his life, will retire from the army Silver uimea .............................100 a Supreme Court Judge aud two University
Regents.The Repnblioancandidates, as Lamed liu iter— Choice Creamery .......
limit of credit was reduced from ninety to sixty aud en'er the church. ....J. B. Buckstone,
Kuos— Fresh ....................
Total silver ..........................2,572,400 bo ow, were chosen by a maio ity of a'mut 12,Pork— Mess ......................9 00 (4
tbe well-known English comedian aud plavMINOR COINAOK.
(XX): Supreme Conrt Judge, Amasa Cobb; Ui i
Laud ............................. 6 (4
writcr,
is
dead.
He
was
77
years
In Jnly last a man named McLean
Five cent* ...............................
100 versity Regents, John L Carson and Joe. W.
MILWAUKEE
old ..... Cardinal Manning has author- Ihree cent* ..............................
10(1
was bitten in the hand at Chicago by one of his
Wheat— No. 1 ....................1 16
1 17&
ized
general subscription among Cent* ....................................921,100 Gannett
No. 2 ....................1 15
1 16
dogs. A few days ago he was seized with the Catholic temperance organizations of
New Jtney.— The returns thns far received
Corn -No. 2 ....................
(4
42
41
Total minor coinage .................
921,800 show that tbe Republicans of New Jersey have
symptoms of hydrophobia.Physicians were Great Britain for the reliefof the popular disOats- No. 2 ....................... 81 <4 M
gained one State Senator and two or three Rye -No. 1 ....................... 72
summoned, bnt they could do nothing for the tress in the Somh and West of Ireland.... A
** 22
coinage ............................
8 907.801 members of the Assembly. They will nrobably
73
doomed man, and after lingering a few days he cable dispatch announce* that Russia already Total
Barley— No. 2 ................... 72
Value .................................. $6,198,264 retain control of both branches of the Legis*81’. LOUI8.
died in the most horribleagony. It so k< only realizes her isolation that she is seek23
Wheat— No. 2 Red Fall ........... 1 21
lature.
is not known certainly that the dog ing admissionto the Aastro:German alliance. It
SIX-PER-CENT.BONDS.
86
Corn Mixed ..................... 84
which inflicted the bite was mad, as it was i* also reported that a mooting of the three
Conuecllcvt.— The electionin Connecticut
A circnlar was issued by the Secretaryof the
26
Oat*— No. 2...’ ...................
killed st the tima. . .Charles De Young, of the Emperors is probable.
70
Treasury on the let inst., living notice that pro- was for theLegisla'uroonly, and for the Senate Rye .............................. 69
elections
were
held
in
only
eleven
of
twentyHtn FranciscoChronicle,who some weeks ago
10 50 010 75
FoRK-Mess ......................
It is stated in a cable dispatch that posals would be received at tbe office of the
shot Rev. L 8. Kallocb, has been indicted tor
AssistantTreasurer of the United States at one districts. In these the KepubliianB elect Lard ............................. 6 0
the " creditor* of the EgyptianGovernment
assault to murder.
CINCINNATI.
New York nntil the 8th inst, for the sale to the ten and Democrats one. Of the Senators
have not seized the obelisk, bnt threaten to do Government of $10,000,000of anvof tbe 0 per oleclpd last y^ar, w^° hold over this year, Wheat ...........................
Bio Snake, a Ponca Indian chief,
»o. It seems there Is no court in Egypt of oent interest-bearingbonds of the United seven are lUpabhcai.s and three Democrat*,so Cork .............................
and brother of Standing Bear, was recently competent jurisdiction to issue a writ tor the Btates. the bonds purchasedto be applied to that the Senate will stand seventeen Republi- Oats ..............................
Rye
.......
shot and killedat the Ponca Agency while re- seizure. Mariett Pasha, who has charge of the sinking fund, as provided in Sea 3,694 of cans and four Demooiats.The Houeo will
Pore— Hess .......................
probably stand about 153 to 93, or a Republican Lard ..... ...............
sistug arrest.
the Egyptian monuments, opposes the the Revised Statutes.
majorityof between sixty and seventyon joint
TOLEDO.
and urges the French Consnl
Atvicfs from Los Pinos, CoL, chron- removal,
Wheat— Amber Michigan .........1 25 0 1 26
POSTAL AFFAIRS.
to protest to the Khedive on the ground
1 26
No. 2.
...............
icle the fafe arrival there of Gen. Adims and that such a removal will be a violation of tbe
The report of the Auditorof the Treas- lllinoi*—In Illinois elections were held for Com* -No. . ...................... 45 yc 46
Count Doenhoff,the peace commissioners who conventionbetween Egypt and the European
connty officers. General interest was centered
30 (4 31
ury of the Postoffice Department, for tbe year principally in the contest in Chicago and Cook 0‘T-,'0•, ........ UETBOIT.'"’
ne.'otisted the release of tbe Meeker family. powers, by which it is provided that no E.yptian
monument
or work of art shall leave the coun- ending the 30th of Jane last, shows that the act- connty. The Renubl cans ca ried the county, Flour— Choice... ................. 00 (3750
They m*de a narrow escape from being shot
1 white ............. 1 24 (4 1 25
when they emo in sight of Merritt'scom- try. Comminder Gorringe has hoisted the ual ooet of postal service during this period was electing their entire ticket by majorities rang- Wheat- No.
No. 1 Amber ....... .....
mand. They we* o mistak* n for hostde Indians, American flag over the obelisk, and surrounded only $8,081,455, a remarkablyemail deficit, ing from 7,000 to 11 ,100. The Republicanma- Cor*— No. 1 ......................1 2.1 (4 t 24
and the soldiers had covered tuem with it witii a guard of policemen from the Consul- which is near’y $1,600, 000 less than that of the jority in tbo city proper is about 5,000.
oats— Mixed ......................
ate. He ae< lares that be will resist with force
their rifles and were in th« act of firing, when
J/Vnnftwfa— In Mint e*ota the whole Repnb- Barley (per cental) ...............1 15 0 1 45
precedingyear. The total revenue of tbo Postany
attempt
to interfere with him.”
the timely display a white flag averted the
Pork— Ueaa ......................
12 00 013 25
1 can ticket was chosen by m tj 'riuestSimJ.d
office Department tho last fiscal year was $30,.
K»8r LIBERTY,PA.
impending raiamity.—Gen. Adams reportsto
The Russian newspapers are jnst get* 04L982, au iacreise of $764,465,and the total at this writing st 8,u00 to I2,tt0. J
CATTLE-Beat .....................
4 90 <2$ 5 10
Secretary Schurz that ho had another
ing the news of the defeat which their arms cxifisiiHes, $33,073,437, a decreaseof $1,091,647,
ifamri/tpi.—Tbo election in Mississippi was
Fair ......................
4 00 (4 4 00
long council with White River Utes at
in (fomparisouwith the precedrigyear. Of the
for State .-on&tors aud m mbtiis of the Leg'i'aCommon
................
8 10 (a 8 60
Grand river ; that they are willing that sufferedat the hands of the Turcomans in la*t-namedamount $795,612 was saved by tbe ture. The Democrats carry all bnt a few Hoos ..............................
8 70 0 4 00
the guilty parties be sui renderedand punished ; Central Asia. The affairappeirs to have been law which changed the basia of Postmaster*’
counties.
8 00 0425
Sheet ••••••••••••••••••••••••••...
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The Morbid Denlre to Die.

advice is followed a long step will have

We will not pine tot death and rest,
Top soon trom atrvlcebreaking:;

been taken toward the precipitation of

Fruit plucked unripe can ne'er be blest,
Oar task beneath forsaking.
Not till the courae is run
Our Lea-iersays “ Well done.”
Not till the conflict's borne
The chapletcan bo worn.
The cross, the crown is making.

European

conflict so long

expected

The

deficiency

in the

beet-sugar

crop in France, which is one of the

Dr. Fischer,

of the

imperial German

publisheda pamshowing the comparativepostal

postoffice,has just

most important staples of that country, phlet
is from 25 to 50 per cent.
and telegraph statistics.The letter
post of the whole world for 1873
«

Old Moork

Che English almanac-

ed

in

round numbers to

amount-

3,300,000,000

maker, in whoso prophecies many peo-- letters,or about 9,250,000 daily; and
pie have faith, notwithstandingthe the numbers have been increasing daily
fact that they are hardly ever veri- at an astonishingrate. Thus in Japan
fied,

predicts the death of Prince Bis-

marck in

1880, and

.Lord Beaconsfield ;

the retirement
also the revival

the

number

of postoffices

in 1872 was

of

1,179, and in 187G it had risen to 3,G49.

of

The number of separate articles which

English prosperity.

passed through the Japanese post in
1878 was 47,000,000, of which 25,000,000

Two Chicago men

went on a week’s

spree, which involved an irregular tour

SABBATH READING.

Bismarck-Andrassy partnership. If this

the general

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

a

were

letters,

10,000,000post cards and

ller

arms around

and

kissed, him as she had kissed her

Blest

State

Mr. Curtis once asktd Mr.

to se-

leg.

officialsarc scrutinizingthe

assessment returns of the telegraph
companies, now made lor the first time.

The

Of guiltlessjoy that guilt can know.

Sabbath.

Much has been said and done

mast hobble along on one

tesrs of soul-felt penitence!

“Is Life Worth Living

‘

A Negadnke lad named Smith stole
a ride on a locomotive. Hereafter he

It would not bo hard to guess the
sequel if the story ended here. It is
enough to know that the help of the
Associationsecured a good place for the
rescued criminal, and kept the arms of
its love around him till he entirely Mput
off the old man and put on the new."
Since then, his life has been given to
the service of his new Master, and has
been a joy to those who showed him
lundness when he was forsaken.

Nkwman Hall.
1

The usual movement northward of
laborers and choppers for the pineries
has set in.

In who-e benign, redeemingflow
Is felt tbe first,the only sense

Tis gain if Jesus bids us die,
When young, mature or hoa-y;
'Tis loss to wish the fight to tly,
Foreclosing life’s bright story.
To battle for His laws;
To suffer for His cause;
To share Hi < grief aud shame;
To vindicateHis name;
To live for Christ is glory.

Christians tbo Guardians of the

MICUWANJTKMS.

father. Softened already by an act of
friendly confidence, the poor ox-oonvict
quite broke down now.
Turning to his benefactor,his face
streaming with tears, he said, “It’s the
first kiss I’ve received since my mother
died. It breaks my heart!"

Our life on earth hns tender ties
We should not wish to sever;
Rich wor.s of faith, sweet charities.
Which soon must cesss forever.
To watch, and weep, and wait;
By love to conquer hate;
The lb eh In curb to keep;
To rescue wandering sheep—
How noble such endeavor!

Kiev.

the stranger’sneck,

I”

the

State

was held in Albion last week. President,
H. M. Joy.
Gov. Croswell has recovered from
his recent illness so far as to be able to
go to the capital and attend to pnblio
business again. 4

Eels have been found in nearly all
where
they have been placed by the Fish

the inland lakes about the State

Commissioners.

!

Gredoy,

newspapers. Post

first convention of

Methodist Sunday-schoolAssociation

A

pull-

grown panther was

Vi<'tory.

seen in

week. The

cards were
oue w‘y
only in 18G5, and Has it occurred to you ; Christians, that know, Mr. Greeley, when you have sue
The attorney of the Michigan Central
you
are
the
guardians
of
this
day?
If
awoke in a hotel, with a dazed notion now they are employed in almost every
ceeded in a public address?” Mr. railroadhas so far found no obstacles
you wish others to respect God’s laws
as to wbat city they were in. One said
country of the world. The parcels post you must respect them. If you wish Greeley, not averse to the perpetration to the settlement with the victims of
of a joke at his own expense, replied ; the late disaster at Jackson without litSt. Louis, and the other Cincinnati.
has, however, not yet got beyond the others to obey God’s commands you
They bet $100 as to which was right, first stage of its development. The must obey them ; and you must be par- “ When more stay in than go out.’1 Mr. igation.
Mallock’s famous question, answered
J USX as the Upper Peninsula ore trade
and neither won, for the bell-boy in- number of telegraphicdispatches sent ticular about that obedience.* If you by himself in a weak way, and repeated
was
booming splendidly a rise in grain
formed them that the place was Mil- in 1877 amounted for the whole globe seeks your pleasureby driving out with by Prof. Mivart, and answered in a freights drew off some of the best vesyour family on the Lord’s day your noustronger way, fs practically voted on sels in the ore-carryingtrade and made
waukee.
to nearly 130,000,000, or an average of Christian neighbor, who has different
every day, by the entire human race, trouble.
tastes, will see no harm in seeking his
353.000 daily.
and decided in the affirmative.“ More
Dr. Helen M. Bissell, a graduate of
The Government is building a series
with dog and gun. If you patronize
stay in than go out,” for reasons very the New York Medical College, has
of towers between Lake Michigan and
Sunday trains,even for the purpose of
The followinginstance illustratesthe
much less important than those con- been appointed to the charge of the feseeking the church of your choice, the
the Gulf of Mexico, for the purpose of
evil working of the present English non-Christian community will see no sidered by Mr. Mallock and Prof. male department of the insane asylum
making a survey of the Mississippi
Mivart. There ore great multitudes of at Kalamazoo.
system of land management : The vil- harm in using the same Sunday trains
men who possess neither the Roman
river and its tributaries, with the obMias A. M. Flanagan has been aplage of Everton twelve years ago was to seek places of their choice. And I Catholic faith nor rightness of life nor
ject of determining the true water
pointed School Superintendent of
might continue. A strict observance of
one of the most prosperous in the counlove, who yet live out their lives in the
Orleans, Ionia county. She is believed
the Sabbath by tbo church is the only
course from the lakes to the gulf. One
ty. The farms, eight in number, were vote of the church for a decent observ- firm conviction that it pays them to to be the first female School Superinhundred and seventy-five thousand dollive — men who are open to no high conlet to well-to-do tenants, most of whom ance of the day by the world.
tendent in the State.
siderations, such as would have weight
lars was appropriated by the last ConThe fourth commandment is the dyke
were born upon the soil they cultivated.
The last new village laid out in the
with the Mullocks and Mivarts.
gress for this purpose.
But since then there has been a total which keeps back an ocean of corrupThere is a great pleasure in conscious iron region is called Frederickton.It
tion. Through a break in the dyke any
being. So universalis this that, when is located on the line of the Menominee
change both in landlords and tenants.
sin can enter. Shall we, Christians,
The last fiscal year it cost the PostRiver railroad, about fifty miles south of
Some years ago, when the land-hunger with hands washed clean in the blood a man occasionallytakes his life, it is Lake Michigammo, Marquette county.
oflice Department $3,000,000 more than
considered by those whom he leaves
was its height, the estate, comprising of Him who plants the dyke, scoop out
Ax Caro, Tuscola county, diphtheria
behind him as presumptive proof that
its receipts to run it; the year previous
1,700 acres, was sold; all the old tenants the sand and roll away the stones, while ho is insane. We say of a man who de- has raged with unusual violence. The
it cost $5,000,000 more than the rethe merciless ocean laughs, and hisses,
were evicted ; the land was let to stransignedly ends his life that he is not in total number of cases is ninety-six;of
and leaps with playful treachery into
ceipts. This indicates that the time for
his right mind. One of the most pa- fatal cases, nineteen.In the Belknap
gers at an advanced rental, and an en- the breach we have made
a 2-cent postage rate has about come.
things about death is the bidding school district, Tuscola county, the
tirely new system of management was
Do I mistake ? There is power thetic
good-by to a body that has been the school-house lias been closed to any
Of course the department should be
inaugurated by the gentleman who took enough in the church to save the Chris- nursery and home of the spirit which it public gatherings,owing to the appearself-supporting;
but whenever the retian Sabbath in America. But if this
the managementof the estate. The
has charmed through the ministry of so ance of the scourge.
power is not exerted, or is used in the
ceipts come nearly up to the expenses
farms were not long occupied. The ad- wrong direction, whose is the pen that many senses.
The aggregate valuation of the real
a move toward lower rates is in order.
For who, to dumb foiyrtfuincM a ]>roy,
and
personal property of the countv of
vanced rent, like the last straw, made dares venture a descriptionof the conTina plcaainK,anxioiiHbeing e’er resigned,
The cheaper the postoftice can bo made
Huron,
us equalized by the Board of
Left tbe warm proclnctaof tbe cheerful clay,
itself felt, and tenant after tenant found sequences? While I was musing on
Nor cast one longing, lingeringlook behind f
StipervLors,
was $4,049,068.46.Sebeto work the better for the community;
himself obliged to give up his holding; the ten commandments, I seemed to
Men find their pay for livjng in vari- waing township is the wealthiest townsee a string of invaluable pearls. Their
for it is a great public educator.
they were succeeded in some cases by
luster was glorious as you looked at ous ways. Hope may lie to them, but ship, as assessedand equalized, the real
other tenants who, like their predeces- them in the light of the ** Sun of Right- they always believe her, nevertheless. and personalproperty of that town bo
The disaster to the German Governing, as equalized, $419,848.
sors, eventually succumbed, until at eousness.” And they were ancient, too. The better things to come, of which
ment by the sinking of one of its finest
Bort Hexinbaou, employed in tbe
I saw them committed to the church she tells all men, become, indeed, the
last the village has become almost deships, it seems, has taught it a lesson.
for safe-keeping. And He who com- substance of the things desired ; that South coal mines, near Jackson, was suffoserted by farmers. Seven farm-houses
mitted them said: “In keeping of is, expectationis a constant joy and in- cated by fire-damp while engaged in bis
The constructionof all heavy ironclads
are unoccupied by farmers, one or two them there is great reward.” And while spiration. The pay for this day’s trou- occupation of cur-pusher. He bad gone
has been discontinued in the imperial
are shut up, and the others are occupied I was watching I saw the shadowy hand ble and toil is in the reward which is into a portion of the mine to bring out
navy. Their places are to bo supplied
expected to-morrow. That reward may a car, and, remaining longer than was
by either bailiffs or laborers. The whole of no uncertain personage stretched
by small vessels with uncommonly
out over one of the brightest of them never come, but the hope remains; aud thought necessary,Thomas and John
of the land, with the exception of one
all. Aud a siren voice whispered in so long as that lives it pays to live. It Patterson entered the mine to search
powerful engines. They are to be
farm and some garden-land,is in the the ear of the church, “ Let mo have pays some men to live that they may for him, and found him lying dead. The
armed with one rotating cannon each,
hands of the estate agent, who is carry- just this one.” But the church an- make money and command the power Pattersonsnarrowly escaped sharing
the projectile of which will pierce the
that money brings. To what enormous the fate of the unfortunate man in their
ing on the cultivation at the expense of swered promptly, “ No.” Meanwhile,
heaviest cuirass in use at the distance
the shadowy hand, remaining, artfully toils and sacrificesthe love and pursuit efforts to recover the body. Deceased
the landlord. The landlords used to
of three miles. Such a navy will not
covered the brilliancyof the pearl. of money urge a great multitudeof was a native of Pennsylvania, aged 20
clear £3,000 a year from this estate,but
And after some time had passed the men! The judgment of these men as years.
only be effective in defending harbors
for the last four years they have lost siren voice whispered again : “Jjet mo to whether life is worth living is not to
The Saginaw Newn says that the
and roadsteads, but in covering the
have this one, for it has lost its luster be taken at life’s close, when they sum parlor stove of the Methodist parsonage
£3,000 a year.
lauding of a hostile army.
and the day of its value has gone by.” up their possessions aud what they have was stored during the summer in a
And the church looked at the shaded cost, but while they are living and act- room iu which there was a box of pistol
Toads ju Trees and Stones.
pearl, but answered not a word. Steal th- ing. A man whose life is exhausted cartridges. , The children amused
A wild man has been found near
ily the dark fingers clutched the covet- may well conclude that what he has themselves by dropping the cartridges
A
large
toad
was
found
a
few
years
North Adams, Mass. While two men
won is vanity ; but it was not vanity to down the flue into the false bottom to
ed prize and began to draw it away
were hunting in the vicinity of Cobble ago in an old apple tree at Wonham
him while he was winning it; and, in hear them rattle. Wednesday morning
and,
as
I
beheld,
the
nine
followed
the
Manor; it came to light when the tree
mountiin, the other day, they were was blown down. The “Memoires of one, for they were united and insepara- the full possessionof his powers, he be- a large fire was built in the stove—
lieved that life was worth living.
• Result: Stove blown to atoms aud room
suddenly startled by a huge creature the French Academic des Sciences” con- ble.— Rev. G. T. Raymond.
Life
is
quite
worth
living
to
all
those
generally wrecked. Fortunatelythe
jumping from a thicket, which boro the tain a descriptionof a live toad found
who find engaging objects of pursuit, family were in another part of the house
Melted By u Chlld’H KIsh.
in the heart of an old elm tree. Near
resemblance of half man and half aniNantes, when an old oak was cleft open,
Moore describes the effect upon the and especially to those who win success at the time.
mal. One of the hunters fired at it and a toad was found in the very heart- heart of a tierce robber of discovering in their pursuits. We repeat, therefore,
The Board of Supervisors of Calthat, by almost a unanimous vote, the
apparently wounded it in one arm, as it wood, although no crevice or other a little child at prayer
houn county have fixed the county ofhuman race practicallydecides every ficers’ salaries os follows: Judge of
He huDK hia head; each nobler aim,
set up a terrible noise and began lick- channel of entrance could be deday
that life is worth living. Mr. MalAud
hope,
andteeliug,
which
had
slept
Probate, .$1,200; County Treasurer,
ing the injured member. It soon tected ; there were about ninety rings
Fiom boyhood'shour, that instant came
lock thinks it is worth living provided a
in the trunk of this oak, leading to the
$1,000; County Clerk, $900 ; ProsecutFresh o’er him -and he wept— he wept.
stopped i's noise, and, looking up and inference (according to one theory)
man has faith in a great church ; and
Often and again has penitent and P rof. )Mi vart-a Catholic himself— think s ing Attorney, $900. The total assessbeholding its assailants,started for that the animal must have been in his
ment of the county is $503,268. Of
even hardened guilt surrendered and
them on a dead run. The hunters took prison-house ninety years. Mr. Jesse, found the way to forgivenessby contact life’s highest values are in the doing of this amount the city of Marshall is
in reference to a frog found in the with infant innocence. A young man duty and in love. We should be the charged with $8,839.39.The oounty
to their heels and a lively chase of over
trunk of a mulberry-tree,expressed a in one of the towns of Eastern Illinois last to claim that happiness is the high- poor fund assessment is $15,000, and
a mile was kept up, the pursued finally
est aim of life, and that, unless that for insane, $2,500. The board adopted
belief that the annual rirgs had been
—of fine appearance and fine capabiliescaping.
graduallybut surely inclosingthe rep- ties— fell into bad company, and went is secured, life is a failure, and not a resolution favoring the construction
worth living. To do right, to sacrifice
tile. Toads iu clay have been more
from bad to worse till he broke the laws one’s self lor love— these are better of a new county jail, the same to be
submitted to a vote of tbe people at the
Few people, probably, have any idea frequently met with than in trees; of the State, and was arrested, tried,
things than pleasure. To love and to be
sometimes
a
whole
family
have
been
spring election.
and
sentenced
to
the
penitentiary.
of what a vast concern is the Pacific
loved— these are things that pay. To
thus ferreted out at once. In 1856 a
His
crime
(committed
hastily,
in
evil
Mail Steamship Company, which comes
be conscious of nobility of character llunibie Accident at the House of Correction.
toad was found at a considerable depth
association, aud the heat of liquor) was
and unselfishnessof fife; to be conbefore Congress at almost every session at Benthall,near Brosely, Shropshire.
A frightful accident occurred at the
a grave one, and the term of his penal
scious that our lives are brought into afMr.
Bathurst,
earthenware
manufacturfor a lumping subsidy for carrying
House of Correction, at Ionia, one evendisgrace lasted several years. He came
fectionate relations with other and harthe mails. Within the last seven years er at Benthall, ascertained that the out friendless, and the prison brand upmonious life— what are these but life’s ing last week.
creature was met with about six feet beon him, but with a desire to lead a re- highest values? What are these but
a fleet of iron steamers, costing about
For some reason or other .the gas did
neath the surface, in a layer of tough
not
burn am bnghtly as desired, and
$9,5 0,000, has been built, and thesaare clay customarilyused for making coarse formed life.
tbo highest satisfactions of conscious
He sought employment, and his pre- being?
Engineer Louis Essick, a most capable
now ail in good condition and earning brown ware. Above this layer, in sucpossessing appearance was still in his
If this be true— that character, and officer, accompaniedby Charles Brooks,
money. Two of these vessels are mu- cessive strata, were ferruginous coal of favor, but business men turned him
a convict, went by means of a ladder
poor quality, clay, a loam of clay and away, with one excuse or another, when duty, and love are better than pleasure
lling between San Francisco and Ausdown into tbe pit containing the gasoand
better
than
any
success
without
gravel, and meadow-turfat the top. he honestly told them who he was.
line tanks, to pump out some oil,
tralia, enjoying a subsidy from the
them—
then
there
is
no
human
being
The toad was found filling a cavity as One of them, however, took an interest
who needs to say that life is not worth as there was a surplus of generating
Australian Government of $29,000 on wax does a seal. A minute examination
in him, and, though he would not himmaterial. As the convict was carrying
every round trip, and two are ranning of the superincumbentstrata failed to self employ him, thought that he might living. But the people who do not sucpailful of the oil up the ladder he
ceed,
who
are
unloved,
who
live lives of
between Panama and San Francisco. detect any fissure through which the try and help him to a situationsome- pain, and want, and weakness— what is spilled a quantity of the stuff on his
animal could have entered. The light
The present fleefi consists of sixteen of day teemed at first to distress it, but where else.
there for these’ A chance for con- clothingand over a lantern, which was
He
brought him to the rooms of the scious nobility of character and life; carelessly placed under the ladder, and
iron screw jiteamers and four wooden this it soon became accustomed to; the
Young Men’s ChristianAssociationin and, if this be not enough, as it rarely immediately a portion of the pit
side-wheelsteamboats.
eyes were brilliant, the skin moist, the
Chicago,and introduced him as a diswas enveloped in flames, aud Brooks
mouth quite closed.— C/iambers’ Jour- charged State prison convert, “dis- is, a faith, not in a great church, but in
was
wrapped in fire. Essick heroically
a good God, and an immortalitythat
nal.
conraged because he could find noth- will right the wrongs and heal the helped his companion through the openFrench and Italian journalists have
ing to do.” Discouraged, in truth, the evils of the present life, and round into ing, and afterwardcrawled out himself ,
recovered from the stupor into which
In Switzerland there were, this sea- poor fellow was, and this tardy kind- completeness and symmetry its imper- though terribly burned.
they were thrown by the announcement
son, 1,400,000 travelers, according to ness was probably bnt jnst in time to fections and deformities. Is it not
Brooks on reaching open air ran
of the Anstro-German alliance,and the Geneva Journal, a larger number save him from desperation.
foolish, after all, to raise the question toward the main building, bnt soon fell
He was welcomed to the rooms, and of success or failure in treating a life down. An officer hurried to his side,
now discuss the matter with a certain than has been registeredin four years.
The
number
of
English
travelers
has
conversation
with him convincedhis that is only germinal or fractional?— and with difficultyput out the flames,
degree of freedom. In referring to
decreased, while that of Russian and new friends of his real desire to do well.
after he was shockiugly burned about
J. O. Holland, in Scribner.
Lord Salisbury’s hopeful predictions German has increased. It is estimated
One of the managers, to his surprise,
his body. The unfortunate man linthat the agreement will strengthen the that 200 francs is the average sum spent invited him home to dine with him.
House building has been more act- gered till next morning, when he died.
peace of Europe, a Paris newspaper says by each traveler; therefore, there must Entering the house, the gentleman was ive in Paris this year than has been
Essick will survive, but is badly inbe about 280,000,000 francs disbursed met by bis little daughter, 3 years old, known since the war. The number of jured. He has the reputation of being
it will more likely lead to dangerous
in Switzerland yearly by travelers. The with the wonted embrace and kiss.
new houses is 658, comprising 2,615 a splendid mechanic, and is regarded as
complicationsand disastrous wars.
Times says that English travelers alone
“Emma,” said he, introducinghis stories. Rents, nevertheless,keep up very careful and judicious. Brooks was
Italian politiciansrecommend an under- have this year spent over 46,000,000 companion, “this is papa’s friend.1' I at the figure reached last year, in oon- a five-year convict, and his termwiAld
standing between the Latin and Scla- francs there.
And at once the trusting child threw I sequence of the Exposition.
I have expired next June.

through the West.

One morning

they

9.500.000

first brought into use

!

;

•

:
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A complete stock

Rubber BOOTS, PANTS, CAPS,
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New York.

SKIRTS
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complete line, piled up
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IES, includingthe best Japan Tea

in boxes,
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Ready-Made

UNDERWEAR, of

CLOTHING
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most complete stock ever brought into
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sell for to
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Messrs. Spring
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& Company,
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Although

prices have gone up in our
you can still buy Boots and
Shoes, for the same low figures,at the
Bankrupt Boot and Shoe Store, No. 28
line of goods,

of ne-
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Canal

unprejudiced eye the future of

the Democratic party largely, if not alto

gether, depends upon its

ability

candidatewho shall be acceptable to both

be done

the presiden-

will be the closestand most

exciting ever held; if

it

REDUCED PACKAGE RATES

be not done, then

Between 3.C00 Offices cf this Co. In New
England, Middle and Western Ctateoj nlco
to offices of nearly all Connecting Llnco.

the Republicansmay certainlycount upon

walk-away.

their

We

notice a disposition

on the

part of

Packages not csccoding ..........$ 20, 3c
..........S 40, 20c.*

“ “ “
“

against the aspirations of the friends of
Gen. Grant. In this we believe they are
in error. Had the State of New York
gone Republican by a sweeping majority
this might have been the case. But, see’

thought it would never do
gist in the

to ask the drug,

name of “Bull." Why dear me,

$30, 23c.

IB. P5c.
30c.
43c.
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PRINTED MATTER,
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<

mean, mean Dr. Oxen,” and
then she seemed wrapped in solemn
thought for a moment, Dr. Oxen got a
“Oh. no,

I
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VENNKM.VS BRICK
STORE,
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No. 82

DRY GOODS
Which we sell cheap.

co-partnership
for the purposeof carrying on a

them

„

RUTTER

and

EGOS

will

over.— Indianapolis

Etch.

faotoby facts.
Close confinement,careful attention to

M. HuiZEkoA
w,il! I"a,ie
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&

MRS. M.

j-™™1'.
VISSER.

r»r

L'i,ii“’,d

.

P.

Holland. Nov.

88 3mo.

Tlic undersignedhereby Informs his fellow-cltizens that he has had constructed for him a platform
spring dray, something new. neat and strong, and
has other wagons and single-horse drays to supply
a popu'ar want, and is now ready to serve the

reMonable 'rat* 7
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St.

m
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of Ottawa, ss.
A. a sc*«i.n of the ProbateCourt of the county
o OUawa. holden at the ProbateOfflee, in the
nty oi Grand Haven in sail County, on Friday
the tweritv-fourth day of October. In the year

fhe
dSccnsS

Pre^enr'-"^"' “'"r h.ll,,"dredan,,
In

poor

1

1879.

G.'

cl^LEY.0^

Farms

n ..

J

Holland. Nov.

^1879.
^ Harrington, Jr.
8b-8mo.
1.
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„

Holland, Sept. 16,

for Sale.

1879.

©-tf. -

HOP BITTERS.
It

may

mud

hundred*.

eM,l,e of Elizur H“Pkln«,

Mortgage Sale.

Y
U

w-

November, A. D. Eighteen Hundred
and Seventy-nine (1870), “t one o’clock
, Amon(r

cents I*01' 11 VC qalreB of

Good Note Paper for

25

H. D. Post.

EMINS,

In the afternoon, at the front door of the Ottawa
county circuit couit house, In the city ofOrstia
Haven, (said court house being the place of holding the circuit court within the county in which
the lands and premises described (a said mortgage
are situated),at pnbllc vendue to the highest bidder ; the lauds and premises In said mortgage
described, being to-wlt: All that certain piece or
parceLol land situate and being in tne township
of Olive, county of Ottawa, and State of Michigan,
and described as follows,to-wlt : The south threefourths (Xths) of tho west half of the southeast
quarter of section eighteen(18) in town six (6)
north of range fifteen (15) west, containingsixty
(«") acres, or so much thereof as may be necessary
to satisfythe amount due on said mortgage, with
Interest at tho rate of ton per cent per year, and
the legal costa of this foroclosnre together with an
attorney’8 feo of
dollars as In said

Compact, Substantial, EconNotice to Contractors.
omical and easily managed.
Guaranteedto work well and
give full power claimed. The
Engine and holler complete,
including governor, pump,
etc. (and boxing) at the low
n,° 5*.terlal" “"d bnlldintr a school house In said
price of
“"d^Pcciflcatlons
can be seen at
8 Morse Power ...... $ 242.W
.Harrington,in Holland City.
<4
.......288.00 Prm» «-u0.f
848.50 WeHn tt0Ae.ad,,re”od10 ‘h0 ondersignedat raD^BTO‘AnS;,Smehd-A. D.
rLnrvV.lY’
conntJ> Mleh. The District
reserves the right to reject any or all bids.
MATTALfiNA MENEGUA.Jforfvflff«.
JAMES LEFFEL & CO.,
n RN RY D. POST, Attorney for taid Mortqagee.
JOHN C. ROBART.
Springfield,Ohio,

“

** "
6)4“

the ^

twwty

¥’
^wa

m.

‘

49-ly

rate your li/e. It has

"‘-•Venlv-tiino.

Orders for drays can bo loft at E. Herald’s boot

appetite, languid, miserable
feelings,poor blood, inactive liver, kid160 acres, three miles north of the city, on the
neys and urinary troubles, and all the Grand flaxen road, with dwelling and orchard.
12U acres, of which ten are cleared, situated In
physicians and medicine in the world canthe township of Olive, near Cole’s mill. Good
not help them unless they got out doors. house.
H"p Bitiers,made of the purest and best ®«re*of land I" Section21, of the township
of remedies, and especiallyfor such cases of -Holland. Also BO acres, mostly cleared, clay,
and sandy land, adjoiningDirk Paulas’, fn
having abundance of lienlili. sunshine and grdvei
the township or Holland.
rosy cheeks in them None need suffer
The above lands can be bought at reasonable
if they will fie them freely. They cost terms. Inquire of
M- D. HOWARD.
but a trifle.

spir-

ATI!' J 'idgc of Probate.

:

chAnge.

1,

you arc simply ailing, are weak and low
ited, try it! Buy k. Insist iitiou it.
Your druggist keeps It.

nf0"pr^di|.n?.*nI,Ifll,,,,J,,1C Petition,duly verified.
tb.nL D. r; * "l’.kil!*-representing that -aid Elizur
Hopkins lately died in said county Intestate,leavFAULT having been made in the conditions
of payment of a certain Indentcro of MortwinOnTT1"1
n '‘n,d County of Ottawa to he
adm nistered.and prayingfor the appointmentof gage. made by Bennett Harrison and Mary L. Hartr*,r i, , r iJk\ni! AlleHftn County, ns ndminis- rison his wife, of the township of Olive, comity
irator thereof. I hereupon It is ordered, that of Ottawa, and State of Michigan,to Mnttalcnn
of the township of Bangor, connty of
Monday, the twenty-fourth day of \Mcncinia.
an Buren, and State of Michigan,bearing date
nn?yeim‘)eF n<i.xt’ at one o'clock, in the after- the twenty-fifth day of January, A. D. eighteen
.Y,lJ,',ed for ‘i"-’ hearing of said Petition, littudredand seventy-eight,and duly recorded In
i Ll 1 ,hu ',e,r" at ,nw of lh« "«i<l deceased, and the offlee of the Registerof Deeds of Ottawa
/ Per*"nr Interested In said estate,are recounty, State of Michigan, on page 299 of Liber 2
»! l . it0 apPear at 8 "esslon of said Court, then to of Mortgagesin said offlee, on the twenty-sj venth
at the Probate offlee, in Grand Haven, day of May. A. D. eighteenhundred and seventy..k., .<Lronn,y’ und •'how cause. If any there be, eight, at half past two o’clock in the afternoon of
.y
‘j Prayer of the petitioner should not be that day, upon which said mortgage there is
il?.1 * t An<' ll i" further otdered, that said pctlclaimed to be due at the date of this notice the
Moiier give notice to the persons interested in -aid
sum of five hundred and seventy-eight dollars and
f.„.aJi-or.LhoPccdency of said petition and the sixty-one cents ($578.61),and no suit or proceed,by canf,n,7 8 copy 0* ‘his order ings having been instituted at law or in equity to
(o ne publishedIn the *' Hot. land City News.”
reedverthe debt now remaining secured by said
a newspBpcr printed and circulated in said county
mortgage or any part thereof: Notice is thertfort
hereby
given, That by virtue of the power of sale
MiddTof hiring *UCCei’,Ve WCeks prevlou* t0
In said mortgage contained, said mortgage will be
A true copy, (Attest.) SAMUEL L. TATE,
foreclosed by a sale of the mortgaged premises, on
—
Judge of Probate.
Monday, the Seventeenth(17th) day of

all factory work, gives the operativespalid
f.icep,

^

to" weortment. rheap
and shoe store, and will always receive Immediate th?ianVhBo<?kira
«n,Md
11 *" rre,h “d complcl"
For further particulars,or coutracte.
fSTAIl kinds of Farm Produce taken In ex- attention.
apply to the proprietor.
Hoiland. Nov.

If

SPATE OF MICHIGAN.County

NEW^OODS.

OBTTINO WET.

an object for cash cnstomersto deal

HOP BITTERS.

.
1.1879.
DRAYING! ,'

„

ros XAIH7

•“Oh, yes, you mean Dr. Bdll’s Cough
Syrup, yes, y*s.” The lady sat down a

___

Probate Order*

Local Age-.t,

Holland, Mich.

Respectfully Invito the public to

HOP BITTERS.

_____

P. Visser,

Still continues to sell as cheap ns ever, and our
Send your Money and Pnrccla by Express ;
American and Holland customer-cun rely on just
cheapcet and quickest,with positivesecurity. as civil and effleienttreatment us herttofore We
have a block of
WM. G. FARGO, Treat.

_

yon are married or single, old or vonng. suffering from poor health or languishing on
& bed of sickness, take

noon be assignedfor the hearing of said Petition,
and that the next kin of said minor, and all other
persons interested in -aid estate,are required to
niq.enrat a session of -aid Court, then to he holden
at the Probate offlee.in Grand Haven. I- said
county, and -how cause, if any there be. why the Whoexer you sre. whereveryou are. wheneveryou
feel that your system needs cleansing, toning
pca.yer of the petitioner should not be granted:
or stimulating, without inloxualltu/,take
And it is further ordered, that said petitionergive
notire to the persons Interested in said estate of
"• pendency of said petition and the boring
hereof bv causing a copy ol this order to be publifted In the "Holland citv Nkw«." „
pnp'T printed and circulated in said cotintv of Have you dyt/tepHu,kidnsv or utirarv complriiit,
disease of the stomach, bo we'*, blood, Uver or
ttann. for three successiveweeks previous to
said day of hearing.
nerrerf You will be cured If you take
A trne copy, (Attest.) SAMUEL L. T*\TE
Judge of Probate.

ON THE

Cor. of Eighth

If

HOP BITTERS.

GROCERY^ FEED STORE
Mrs. M.

Wednesday,the twenty-sixthday of
November next, at one o'clock, in the after-

.

relation or—”

moment
and. ah was
........

_
J-

or

Left with any Agent of this Co. will be promptly
executed, icithout expense, other than the or..inary
charge for carrying the goods.

^gh

’’ Dr. Oxen, Oxy. why, mam, I don’t
believe I keep that. You mean Cox’s Hive
Syrup, don’t you?”

kinds of Farming Implements.Repair

ORDERS FOB FURMIAKIXOGOODS

‘ Yea, that will do-Dr. Oxen-the very
thing, the druggist will understandthat
A walk of two squares found her at the
counter of Dr. H— ’« store, when the following dialogue occurred:

^

all

lug of Tinware neatly done on short notice.

dared from, or sent by, dealers,&c.,‘PRE-PaI
-PAID*

New

’’i8b U b0ltle °f

„

And

HOP BITTERS.

glass,

BOOKS, and o'hcr matter, uhnlly in print,. °r

she couldn’t say Bull to save her life, and
called at last ou a neighbor woman for
suggestions on the matter. Dr Cow’*
Dr. Calf’s, Dr. Buffalo’s— latter suited’ The undersignedhaving formed a

Syrup

HOP BITTERS.

FEED-CUTTERS.CORN-SH ELLERS,

K/E^.E

23 to OOc.
;; 23 to 750.
“ 25 to ci.

of Ottawa, ss.

If you are a man of business, weakened by the
strain of your duties,avoid stimulants and take

STOVES

4 lbs.

5

_

VAN DER VEEN,

Packages net exceeding
1

,hHt

HOP BITTERS.

MERCHANDISE.
2 lbs. 28 to
25 to

H

At n session of the Prohate Court of the conntv
of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Offlee. In the
c;ty of Grand Haven in said county, on Tuesdav
Uie twenty-eighthday of October.In the ven'r If yon are a man of letters, tollingover your midone thousand eight hundred and seventv-nino night work, to restore brain and nerve waste, lake
J resent: Samuel L. Tate. Judge of Probafo.
J.
Prop'r.
In the matter of the estate of Irena Retail, minor,
on reading and filing the netition. dnlv verified
A large assortmentof
ol Robert Lawrence,grandfather and next of kin
of said ml.ior. representIn,t that said minor Is a If yon are young, ami suffering from anv indiscreresident of said county of Ottawa, and is possessed
tion or dissipation,take
of real and personal estate in said comity, and
Of the belt quality, at various prices. A complete praying among other things that he maybe apstock of
pointed ns guardian of the person and estate
of said minor. Thereupon it is ordered, that

Lowe,l»nd Kljhct Cbarjri, .rtordlnp to Kiisrrr.

3 “

|C“3

Satux^y

STATE OK MICHIGAN. County

_Hollant>.Nov.

State is yet among the doubtful,
the effect must be to give the Grant boom
still greater impetus. Unless the antiGrant Republicanscan put forward some
man who is stronger in the State of New
\ork than Gen. Grant, the result there
only makes his nomination,if that were
possible,more probable than ever.
On the whole, then, the result of the
November elections, while they dispose of
-Mr. Tilden’s prospects,adu additional
strength to those of Gen. SxmX.—ChicaM
Daily Newt.

A lady on the northside wishing to tcit
the merits of Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup

1

lerje rums in much mailer jmoporibn.

ini,' that

»

twenty-ninth day of November

Probate Order.

hardware, tinware,

CUrcHENCY AND COLD.

party to accept the late election resultsas

A LEE-TLE TOO MODEST.

—

— MONEY

the anti-third-termers in the Republican

-rn

_

,

37-3 w.

smm

New

York, by putting forward a presidential
this

•

Grand Rapids, Mich.

1_

2Uur M’rrtiscmrnts.

to har-

factions in

Street,

_

re

tu

come

cessity,put forward its best men.

County of Ottawa ss

tz.

of

and prices. These are their

87-.‘Jmo.

to take back-

STATE OF MICHIGAN,

i.m.
afternoon, be assignedfor the hearing of said Petition, and that the heirs at law of the said de- at one o clock in the afternoon, be assigned for
ceased. and all other persons interested ih said aw
U,,'d
heirs^t
estate,are required to appear at a session of said aw ot tne said deceased,and all other persons
Coun. then to be holden at the Probate offlee, In Interestedin said estate,ore requiredto appear at
(.rand Haven, in said county, and show cause. If ProbA ?.nnmh“ (LC.UUrt’J,hcn
Golden at the
any there be, why the p-a»er of the petitioner robntt Offlee,In Grand Haven, In said county
should not be granted : And It is further ordered, ?»nd, mm Ca"*e'f Rn>' ‘hire be. why the pram of
ho petitioner should rot he granted:And it isferthat said petitioner give notice to the persona interested in said estate of tl e pendency of said ther ordered, that said petitioner give notice to the
petitionand the hearing thereof,by causing a com- persons Interested In said estate,of the pendency
of this order to be published in' the "Jl<,Li.ANi>in 7^, r,, 0lV?nd ,h,e hearing thereof, by causVwr 0.r. t0 bc Pahhahcd In the
( itt News, a newspaper printed and circulated
*• 8 newspaper printed and
In said county of Ottawa, for three successive rii-nuf
Clmilnted
In said county of Ottawa, for three sucweeks previous to said day of hearing.
cessive weeks previous to said day of hearing
A true copy, (Attest.) SAMUEL L. TATE.
A true copy, (Attest.) SAMUEL L. TATE.
Judge of Probate.
J ndgfc of Probate.

invite the closestscru-

best advertisements.

compelled by

Probate Order.

Wednesday,
November

than in the pres-

the former case its better elements

monize its contending

& Company

tiny of goods

ence of apparentlyassured victory. In

wings. If

.

hi,

res-

latest novelties to the house here,

Spring

Democracy. Besides, the Democratic pat-

tial contest

ZEE

the matter of the estate of Lru.rdSs Lecle
ceased.
and filing
filing the petition,duly
dnlv verified.
verified,
On reading and
On reading"*nd flllm. h.
J ,
f Hobert
Robert Lawrence,
Lawrence,administrator,
administrator, with
wit’ will an- of Allida I elieh
of
dul-v Verlfl(,(h
..exod. of
of said
said estate,
estate, representing
that -aid
«
nexod.
representing that
estate dus Ledrboer lately died ln^ ,1.7 "n' ““'i1 Bernuris fully admlqlltored.
administered,and
praying ,h„t
that his final
I,
„„d prWl„e
account may be examined and showed, and he discharged from fun her trust. Thereupon it is order- Ottawa to he administered, and praying for the
ed, that
the twenty-sixth appointment of herself as administratrix thereof
Thereuponit is ordered, timt
Jhe
day of
next, at one o’clock. In the

turn out to be a victory in disguise for the

its

C

I

IMI

County of Ottawa, hr.
At a scaalon of the Probate Court of the countv
of Ottawa, holdon at the Probate offlee, in the
city of Grand Haven in »aid county, on TueHdav
the twenty-eighthday of October.In the year
one thousand eight hundred and xeventv-nine
Present: Samuel L. Tate. Judjre of Probate.In
the matter of the estate of Loretta Retan, de-

its masses.

It will, consequently, be

To an

ID,

STATE OF MICHIGAN,

prices throughout every

the East he represented the upper ten thou-

the necessitiesof the

3ST

Probate Order.

as regards politicians and the press; at

ty is stronger

L

EC O L

goods at bottom figures.

sell

it is scarcely prob-

Tilden will continue

his claims

ly all

H-A-lRRIlSrGTOIINr^

«J_

carry a stock second to none in the State,

John Kelly has now attained the end at
which he aimed, while

E,

of Western

Michigan, recognize these facts. They

date as Hancock, Davis, of Illinois, Bayard

al)le that Mr.

the great

Clerk of DistrictBoard.

28-lSw.

The

Republicanscratching in New York

luttittfl*.

month of October
was $0,198,254, of which $2,572, lOtfjjw as

--

thing, it will fence in Ben Butler.

-

Btove wood

According

is so scarce in this city that

-----

to all

(

all

and

this city

Leadvillk already has

ty‘

three daily news

papers, four churches, a public school

immediate surroundingslast

who

beam

Mr. Albert Bolks has arrived back from

tipped the

Orange City, but

at nine pounds.

is

now preparingto take

make

his family and go and

On the

inside

our

readers will find all

about the sudden death of U.

8.

Monday Morning, Nov. 3
L

home

in

-

The

Cold piercing winds and driving rains

his future

#

--

—

----

-

Viiidna firhnniu, Toilit Melt,

We

—

Cipti,

Writing Material, Banff,
And tbe

assortmentof

finest

former prices.

French Novelties $2, former

seldom fail to bring on a Cough, Cold or
Hoarsenessat this season, and Dr. Bull’s

southwesternIowa.

Senator

Zachariah Chandler,and also the Presi-

This new store will keep a fall supply of the best
sad fluest

received during last week over $20,*
containing a full account of the last battle
000 Worth of the following great bargains,
between the students and the militia.
which wo offer fully 20 per cent, below

houses.

pressman, Mr. 0. Breyman. was presented

with a new messenger,

Dr.R.A.Sclioute!i,
i»ab6»ibi»TO»,

for

our popular ex-

of Kruisenga’s Store.

on our

Counters on

Our thanks are due some kind friend
a copy of the Ann Arbor Democrat,

system; but there are, also, IpS gambling

On Sunday night

will be placed

Three doors East

naked— miuorl-

crats have a bare— in fact,

its

DRUG STORE,

Democrats.The Demo-

publican to four

around us we bear that less

snow has fallen than in

And

In Connecticutthe Senate will be 17 Re-

WARD

FIRST

HAVE ARRIVED,

accountslast Wednes-

been a lively day.

From

for the

silver.

day, market-day at Zeeland, must have

can almost be called a wood famine.

Our Big Bargains

as $10,352,000.

The coinage

If Massachusetts desires to do a sensible

ThanksgivingDay, Thursday, Novem-

it

Oclober%

made sore places.

ber 27th.

decrease of the public debt during

^ _

steamer Menominee, of the Good- Cough Syrup should be kept in every

Wines &

price $8.

French Novelties $1.25, former price

Liquors,

(for Medicinaluse only,)
And almost eyerythlng else belongingIn

$1.75.

t

well

French and German Novelties 50c, stockeddrag store.
went ashore near White Fish house.
former price 75c.
bay on Monday last, with a heavy cargo
day.
List of letters remaining in the Post
English Dress Goods in beautiful effects, The above Arm ere the msnuf adorers ol DR.
BCUUUTEN’B
and was got off subsequentlywith great office at Holland, Mich., Nov. Oth, 1879:
85c,
40c, and 45c, formerlysold for 50
Odr sidewalks were in a terrible condidifficulty.
Maude Cole, Miss Stella Hall, J. W. Rad- and 60c.
tion for pedestrians up to Thursday evePILLS
Beautiful Scotch Plaids (all wool) 46
ning. The thaw which set in Thursday
The president, after a prolonged and cliff,Thomas Reed.
JlXTD
inches wide, for 85c, worth $1.25.
Wm. Verbf.kk, P. M.
and continuedduring Friday nearly clear- bitter fight removed Cornell from the New
Compound Syrup of Rhubarb.
We call specialattentionto our immense
York Custom House, and the Republicans
ed them oil' again.
The propeller Argyle, engoged in the stock of Black Cashmeres,which we

dent’s proclamation about Thanksgiving rich line,

H!N! m EmMT

have made him governorof the Stale.

Thk

first

dance of the season was held

on Saturday evening last at the Phoenix
hotel. The music

was

furnished by the

Holland City Quadrille Band, and was
very satisfactory. The affair passed off
very pleasantly.

The

Classisof Michigan has appointed

lege for the term of three years. All the
of the

deceased.

Ledeboer,

members of the Council of Hop Col-

members

Prescriptionscarefully compound at

Du

bought very much under regular value,
this an endorsemant of the administration ?
luth, has gone down at some point on the and offer them at following very low prices:
80 inches wide, fine, all wool Black CashAt a session of the board of education, northern shore of Lake Superior, and all meres, 45c, worth 00c; 38 inches 50c, very
on Monday evening last, all three of the on board— fifteen or sixteen persons—have fine 60c, formerly 75c; 40 inches wide 70c,
worth 85c; 40 inches extra heavy 75c; 40
newly appointedmembers took their seats. probably perished.
inches wide 90c, worth $1 ; 46 inches extra
Mr. J. Dijkema was chosen chairman for
The new Harris & Smith Safety Lamp fine $1, never before sold for less than
or the remainder of the year, viu Dr. B.
which is having so large a sale through- $1.25.

Revs. N. D. Williamson and J. W. Beardslee as

Is

new Council have now

been appointed by the various Classes of
the West.

Quite a consternationwas made on
Wednesday last by a vicious dog biting
the arm of Harry Doesburg, oldest son of

-

carrying trade between Montreal and

• -w

A Large and Fine

JSTBW stock:
—

Also an Immense stjck of Low Priced
Dress
Goods. 2,500 yards Snow Flake
The oldest daughter of Mr. and Mis. thing should it he upset or fall to the floor. Dress Goods 6c a yard. 3,000 yards heavy
llMVerkmnn, about 9, years of age, fell It canunt he filled while lighted and will plaid Dress Goods 8c. 5,000 yards of verv
down a flight of stairs on Monday morn- not explode. All lamp dealers keep them. heavy Camels’ Hair Dress Goods, excellent goods to wear, at 12^c per yard,
ne last, which was thought would termiLord Beaconsfield’sassertionthat worth 25c.
nate fatally;but at this hour of going to
thousands of our western farmers were
Our Dress Goods stock is undoubtedly
press hopes are entertained that she will
moving into Canada was due to his ignor- the largest and best assorted in the city.
J
recover.
ance of North American geography.Sir
We would call attentionto our bargains

Among
27m« we

out the country, cannot set fire to any-

John A. Macdonald told him that there

the marine items in the Chicago

in

-

E.

the regular session of the

common

ally

Beaver Shawls, bought at auction. All

western Wool Beaver Shawls $3, worth $4.

Reversible Beaver Shawls $<5, formerly $7.

impassable. It

is

-

council on Tuesday evening, the commit- ing, and there is too
tee to

whom was

referred the petition of

Mr. E. F. Sutton, praying for the return

he paid as liquor tax, reported that they had no authority in the
matter. \Autrjthc committee to whom was
referred the petition for a better water
of the money

-

wheeling.

Among

much snow

pany between Brest and

for

now

the oddities in human events,

we learn that Madam Morelyea,for

we advertiseda few weeks

Cod. The

latter

f,

ship was in

CALL AND SEE US.
E.

steady at

ago that she

work. The cable was bouyed

JUST RECEIVED
AT TH1

Millinery Store
OF

METZ & SISTER,

E. F.

a larokIand

COMPLETE FALL STOCK

BONNETS1

RUS8IAB,
TIES,

Comer Canal and Bronson,

HOSIERY,

some 200 miles from Cape Cod on Sunday

[Could tell the past, present and future, night. The Farraday arrived in Halifax
Grand Rapids, Mich.
was married on Monday night last to
on Nov. 4. The recent gale was one of
supply, reported to the council that it gentlemenof fortune by the name of
t3F"To Have time and trouble,we mention that
the most violent ever experiencedat Magcould tie procured, and guaranteed,to be Beardsley,at the Phoenix hotel, at the
we are positivelya On* Price EttabUthmeni.
dalen Island. The vessels were driven
furnishedat $100 per
mfcrtciiour of 12 o’clock midnight.
ashore, stock drowned and dwellings
PROF. HARRIS’ RADICAL CURE
..usticeFairbanks was roused from his
Just ns we go to press we learn that Mr. ‘.lust
wrecked. At White Haven a dozen vesFOR SPERMATORRHOEA.
Daniel Bertsch has purchased the stock of peaceful slumbersto tie the knot.
sels went ashore.
marble and stone formerly belonging to
A naughty boy, by the name of Peter,
1 A VtlttbU Discovery
We want to call the attention of our
sad N«w Utptrlun In M»IMr. H. R. Luce, who has left his debts beHoi Stltno, in wtlr.lr
was punishedon Friday last by his teacher. friend of the Allegan Democrat to the fact
N«w »nd poiiti*.!,•Beethind him and lias gone to parts unknown
w Ml Wf —
The parient, after hearing the boy’s story, that he maligns our board of supervisors
and
p*rm»nei.---- ‘.v, uz£J::<
to us. Jilt. Bertsch has engaged the valuSeminal
Emission* ft
felt terribly aggrieved, buckled on his ar
in the 3d column of the 5lh page of his
Impo teneyf by the only
able services of Mr. Geo. Beatham, who
mor, and went to ma the teacher, who was issue of the 5th inst. The board in ques|**m * »i«t o» a
fvmug
vi
will be remembered as ha
having
made the
“not in” that evening. But that did not tion had to adopt some new method, in
memorial tablet, which wks pul up in the
daunt the irate parent, who went next order to get imprinting done in a decent
First Church last winter. We are glad to
iott not InUrftr* with lb* ortiMnr poriuiU *1
) It I*
morning, a little after the “peep o’ day,” manner. This may sound strange to j/ot/r
quickly di.Mlf.d id4 »ooo tbwbed. prodwln* aa lmm»gee some man of business capacity take
ditt* Mothior and M«tontiy«effectBpoo the eejeal aod
found the lady, who graciously entertained cars, but it is nevertheless true. In speakhold of this enterprise,which can be made
si
him until the approachingschool hour ad- ing about the promptness— we want to
to yield a handsome profit.
monished her to prepare for work. She correct you, also; the lime for the last

—‘

-

-

HEROLD,

Holland, Mich.. Sept. 1, 1877.

FEATHERS,

the heavy gale of last week, but kept

whom

-

-:o:-

HATS,

IMMG,

t

at

A Complete assortment of Children’s and Infants
shoes for fall and winter, and a full line of
Ladles’ and Uentleman’awear.

St. Pierre, and is

laying a cable between the

place and Cape

Just received

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

stock a fair inspection.

telegraph cable for the new French com-

too soft for sleigh

—

HEROLD,

Bowels.

At

OF

BOOTS & SHOES

J. 0. Doesburg. The dog was after'
find one from Grand Haven say- was a large movement from “ the
wards shot by the city marshal. The ing that captains report eleven feet of provinces”into Manitoba, and he thought
Our Cloak stock is second to none in the
inultifflicity of vicious and worthless dogs
water in Grand Haven harbor and ten at these provinceswere our Western States.
trade, and we offer special inducements in
will not be abated in this city until hydro- Muskegon. The steamer Minneapoliswill
Dost you do it.— If you are unwell In this department, as we had our Cloaks
phobia fills a few graves— we presume. not return until the entrance to the harbor
made during the summer months, at less
fact “feel bad all over ” dont give up,
than present value.
is improved. The steamer Flora and other
Mr. H. W. Verueek, who has been
Pettit’s Blood Purifier cures where all
lighter draft steamers will be put on the
We have also an extraordinarylarge
quite sick since his return from Europe,
other remedies have Failed, It nourishes
assortment of ladies’, gents’ and children’s
is getting better again. Mr. Alberti’s route.
and assists Nature, makes the weak strong, Underwear, Woolen and Merino Hosiery
health has considerably improved by
the diseased whole, Invigorates the Liver, and Gloves in all grades. We claim extra
Little did anybody think last week
sniffing the atmosphere of the “briny
Tones the Stomach, and Regulates the good value in ladies’and gents’ Underthat the sleighbells would be jiugling so
wear at 50c.
^
deep.” But both these gentlemen speak
soon thereafter. A snowstorm commenced
Sold by T. E. Annis & Co., Druggists
As our stock in every department is
rather complainingly about their treat
on Saturday evening last which lasted and Apothecaries,Holland, Mich.
very complete,and having a great many
ment on the Dutch boats while on their
more bargains than we could mention here
until Monday, giving us from 16 to 20
homeward trip.
The
cable
steamer
Farraday
has
laid a it will fully repay all those who give our
inches of snow, making the roads nomin

Mr.

all hours,

day or night.

GLOVE

B,

AMD ALL KINDS OF

FANCY GOODS.
Warner's Health Preferring Coneti.
Hair-Dressing done, and Switches made to order.
Call in and see onr selections. We shall deem it u
pleasure to show our goods.
E. F. MITZ & BISTER.

81-3mo.

SEMINAL PASTILLE”

METROPOLITAN

|

|

•*

•

I

vw RESTAURANT,
Boney Carpenter,

»

Prop’r.

1

rr.

the sad news of the sudden excused herself and left. When she ar- three years has been 30 days in which to
dealli ot Senator Zachariah Chandler rived at school she found a member of the get out the pamphlet after the copy Is put
reached Grand Haven on Saturday last, a Board of Education awaiting her, who, into the hands of the printer,and it is so

lif*

at

This Is at present the most popular

OYSTER;

HOUSE

IN

THE CITY OF GiUND RAPIDS,

When

meeting of

citizens

was called for the pur-

'after faithfulinquiry, found that the teach-

pose of giving expression to their feelings er had done “just right.” Now, after due
occasioned by his death ./Tl. C. Akelcy reflection, isn’t it just possible that the

your bottom dollar that
time, and, moreover,

secretary. On motion, a committee of

Common Council have overlookeda good
man for the Board of Education? Oh,

three, on resolutions,was npnpinted, con-

mxild n't somebody (?) like to get into that

was elected chairman and M.Ul. Creager

sisting of Geo. A. Farr,

and

S. C.

Mower. The

ed resolutions,which

Samuel L. Tate

were adopted after

W. McBride arid

Smith.
By

L. M. S.

our new

advertise-

ments, our readeis will notice one of the
American Express Company, whose
ness
ty,

is

busi-

constantly increasing in this locali-

and therefore deem

-

-

it

company

has been very fortunate in selecting a

man

to attend to their business, who is always

The

“

to

such

inform
a

work-

buttou-moker”

M

Grand

.

,

Rapids, to Miss

Marion Howard,

_

11

—

in the first four States electing governors,

a State treasurer
city, nn Thursday nfternoon.f At a few by a majority of over 40,000. In New York
minutes past one o’clock, the many friends and Massac! u setts the result was unexof the young lady began to pour into* pected, though hoped for. This sweeping
Grace (Episcopal) church to witness the censure of misrule and disorganization,
ceremonies. Shortly thereafter the
tives of the

bridegroom and bride

and

thjy1

rela-

filed in

as

la

»ow • proeounced luceei*. Drug* ere

Nos. 12 and 14 Canal Street,
OppositeSweet’s Hotel.

hi

Durinc tbe eiyht yearethat It ha* bee*
thouiaudiof teatimooiala
aa to Itt ealue.iod It

we hae#
te bow conceded
tee,

You

L”aSSS.“3SSS

SSSSSSSj
MWH

Wt

P5sfn?hr?

B0*t.

»«**&«£.*

on the arm

CO. MUG. CHEMISTS.
St>. 8T# LOUIS. MO.

Joslin&Breyman,

and withal thoroughly
church one of the bride’s lady friends
community to handle thefr
struck up n grand march on the organ.
valuables. Mr. Breyman has attended to

Dem-

ocrats scratchingtheir tickets and voting

Rev. Flower, the rector of the church, of-

for the best

ficiated. The bride was dressed>ery rich

Mr. Tilden

men

presented by

make

your wants with

FINE LldUORs’ and CIGARS
ALWAYS ON HAND.

Regular Meals only 25

ets.

Mr. Carpenteralso has a Sample

Room

at

No. 11 Ionia Street,ol which Mr.

Wm.

Planing Mill

Republican

a great extent, by the better class of

to

to minis-

FHCBUTIX

developed in a few years of power. In-

The

made

at home, and

R. Getz is manager.

dicates the purpose of the people to disre-

victories were unquestionablyinsured, to

in their season,

kindnessand alacrity.

HARRIS REMEDY

iu the lost electing

of her candidates available.

effort will be

feel

ter to

ONLY

Market and 8th

GAME

f

k

DeKriotlve TampblelyirlBf Anatomical
m Illuitntioni,which will eoneince th#
i that they can be reitoredto perfect manhood, end
1 fitted fur thn dutieeof lift, name u if
\seut Sealed for etamp to any oat. Sold
by lb*r

the church in solemn procession, followed gard partisan rules and to elect the best
by the bride leaning

you

permanent cere,
In neenn **»••.)
No. 8,
(inline o»er thren monthe, will etop calteiM*nnd reitore
eicor in tbe Jortt ceaee.) Sv. Sent by mail, eea]*^.•• pftft
wreppert. Full
for Ming WiU AOOOm-

effect »

will find all

and every

DIRECTIONS

Republicans have carried new
New

the social events of the week wasV York (the governor only), Massachusetts,
____
~ r
V •^ C
I) an pa V u ft nf tit*
!
*»rw1 n a V 1 H 1 tt
the marriage of George S. Baars, Esq., of Wisconsin,Minnesota and Pennsylvania—

trusted by the

these arduous duties for a number of years

in

will be able to Imitate it.

venerable father. Just as they entered the

willing and able

we want

manlike manner that no

Among

expedient .to ad-

vertise their reduced rates. The

it will bo out in

you that it will be done

.

daughter of Hon. M. D. Howard, of

__

glancing over

?

committee report-

short speeches and remarks by Mr. Farr,

Mr. Tate, G.

Board

again this year, and you can safely bet

Lecce caeee, and

wmml

In rebuilding onr

new shop we have purchased
entirelynew

all tickets.

Machinery of the most Approved Patterns,

and Gen. Butler may be said
but wo never have heard a word of comand stylish,but plain; what we call-in to be laid away in political tombs, and Watchmakers | Jewelers, And we are confident we can satisfy all who
plaint yet. Sec advertisementfor reduced
want
very good taste. We congratulatethe for them there will be no Gabriel to
rates.
DEALERS
IN
—
bridegroom on his choice, in gathering sound the trump of resurrection.
Miss Lillian EsTa, a teacher in the unto himself one of the choicest flowers
Planing, Matching,
Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
public schools of Hastings, Mich.f was of our city, and the bride in having chosen
A WISE BEACON.
OB

-

_

-

visiting her friend, Miss Rowley, of this

a perfect type of

a gentleman,belonging

“Deacon Wilder, I want you to tell me

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

week. She to one of the honored families In the how you kept yourself and family so well
visited the different schools in the city of neighboring city of Grand Rapids. May the past season, when all the rest of us
Grand Rapids in company with other their days he many and blissful. WB no- have been sick so much, and have had the
teachers of Hastings, with a view of com- ticed several parties of Grand Rapids and doctors running to us so long.”
city, for

two or three days

paring and examining the different meth- Grand Haven present on the occasion.

A

Hop

in this city, and pronounces the opder and

family well and saved large doctor bills.

Mrs. Higgins’ schoolroom

The

presents were many and beautiful,And the
Grand Rapids whole affair passed off glorious and lovely
and not surpassed by any other In Hol- and will long be remembered by the parland. Miss Esta is a very pleasant and an ticipants. The happy pair left for Chicaagreeable young lady, and we hope she
go on the evening train.
may A^ke many more visits to our city.

far better than any school in

Bitters in time,

and kept my

ods of teaching, and she visited the schools reception was held at the residence of the
bride’sparents after the ceremonies.

WE HAVE

IDE/YT

A

STEAM

Id

LIST

akd thi

“Bro. Taylor, the answer is very easy.
I used

discipline of

Re-Sawing Done.

last.

All Kinds of

Spectacles.

DRYING OF LUMBER WE SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.

Three dollars’ worih of it kept os all well
and able to work all the time, and I will Vail Seine et field
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
warrant it has cost you and most of the
neighbors one to two hundered dollars a RepairingNeatly and Promptly Executed. Or anything In onr line manufactured on short
piece to keep sick the same time. I guess
WERKMAN A VAN ARK.
Hoii^KD, March 84, 1878.
you’ll take my medicine hereafter.”

Vena*

AUTUMN,

THE MEEKER FAMILY.

ing forward. “Married! and to Fred grateful hound has played upon both

BY B. B. LONQ.
Once again the chilloa band of autumn
rtweepa from earth her beam eon robeof green,
Spreading o'er her face a aickly pallor,
Lending to our ejea a aolcmn scene.
Solemn, not bfcanae the leaven are falling;
Not because the fluid* are green no more; j
Not becanee old earth’sbright coat ia fading;
Not because the Bummer tuno ia o’er;
For within old nature'ssecretchambers
Embryonic, blossoms ever bloom,
Andijie autumn'sshade and freezingwinter
Hmil to them no semblance of a tomb; 1

Holt!”

of ns?”

It almost consoled him in his own
disappointment to think of the hold he
had upon his rival. Engaged to Maud
Chester, and married to Josie Ormstead ! Fancy the proud face when she
knew she had been deceived for a girl
who worked. And sweeter still was it
to Harvey Foster to think of the wrath

“I have heard," she answerdfl, in a
cold voice, “that your nephew’s wife
lives in this house. I wish to ascertain

of

But because in life we have an autumn,
Sati- cm of tiie shmmer’a fading tim
Seaaon thai makes gray of golden ringleta—
Period of the- ivy’s frostedchime.

—

Yce, *tis solemn, for the vivid pictnree
Of our youth and childhood’s happy day*
Rite upon our faiitimr. fading eyeahsht*- i - .
Boly streaking* of life’smorning ifcyn- V /

James Rutherfordwhen the news

reached him.
Bht in his triumph Harvey Foster
had resolved to be very cautious,to
have strong proof of his rival's marriage
before venturing to accuso. to either his
uncle or his betrothed.He had noticed the nnmbcr of the house in the
glare of the street lamp, “No. 28 Ralph
street.” This was the entry he mode
in his note-book, in case his ipemory

™

th

if it is true.”

“We will soon see 1 we will soon see
Second floor. Here we are. Now,
then ” And the old gentleman’s raps

tonta

^To';

Joule Meeker's Story— Vivid Details of the
an(1 walkod oatOutbreak and Massacre at the Agency— They a«ked my Bqa*w
name a8i2e
and dismounted;
said
Sufferingsof the Captive Women. ^ —
they Lad come to take us back if we o -r d <o

tML*6,

The

first

I heard of any trouble with the In-

IZMrfZX**'

dians at my father’s agency waa the firing at

wien nu'hw

“a

!

Mr. Price while he was plowing for Indian
crops according to Government instructions.
The Indians had the idea, and laid, that as
HON. Zi€H. CHANDLER.
proved the excitement under which he
soon as the Und was plowed it wonld cease to
waa laboring.
Sudden and UnexpectedDeath of the Michbelong to the Utes. Two or three councils were
igan Senator.
A very pale, sweet woman opened the
held, and an Indian woman, Jane, the wife of
Hon. Zachariah Chandler,United States Sendoor, her eyes showing that she had
Pan vitle, was the cause of the whole trouble.
been weeping very recently.
ator from Michigan,who had been making a serThe trouble seemed settled by two or three
“Does Mrs. Holman Jive-, hqre ?” the
ies of Itepublicau speeches in Wisconsin,
councils,secretly,however. The Utes were
old gentleman asked.
stopped over at Chicago, on route home, and
preparing for a ma'saere,for Just before Esk“That is my name, sir.”
add. eased a lar^e meeting of Republicans at
ridge left with the Indians a rnnner was seen
“Can I see your husband?”
McCormickHall in that city.on the night of the
rusbing up to the tent of Douglass with what I
The soft eyes, full of deep trouble, since learned was news of soldiers fighting. •Ustof October. He spoke nearly two hours in
his usual vigorous, slam-baug,sledge-hammer
were lifted inquiringlyto his face.
Half an hour later twenty armed Indians came
to the agency from toe camp of Douglass, and afylo,aud uearly the last words uttered by the
“Is it on business, sir?”
!

,.

speaker on the platform were (referring to the
Republican party/: “We ain’t agoing to die
rather dry response. ' - vi
yet; wo have made other arrangements.”
fortune favored his plans.
After the deliver)’ of Ins fierce philippic
“Because the doctor said to-day he
Only the next day, happening to go
againstthoDemocracy Mr. Chandler was driven
into a large fruit and flower shop, he must not have any mental excitement. boys working on the new building.’Mrs. Price to the Grand Pacific Hotel, where some time
was at the door washing clothes. She rushed
That the winter'sbreath is softly ateallng,
saw Fred Holt selecting the contents He is so very much worse to-day; I-^-I iu and took Johnnie,tho baby, to fly. We was Hpont in conversationwith personal and poAnd the locks of gold are growing gray;
afraid
he
is
dying!”
And
sobs
of a large fancy basket of choicest fruits
ran info the milk-room, which had only one litical friends. He seemed to bo in
That the severifW.carof dissolution
small window, and locked the door, and Wfi his usual rebust health. Between 12 and 1
broke
Out
again.
H
Soon will watt uu from this house of clay.
and rarest blossoms. Nodding carelessunder a shelf. The tiring went on for several o dock ho retiredfor the night, remarking
“Dying!”
ly to Harvey, he wrote the address upon
the- 1 time that
felt ti -etl
hours at intervals.There was no shouting, no
Put, when death's dark, frigid night is over,
Maud Chester reeled into the room uoi-e, but frequent firing.We staid in tho f$°at ,
a card, and attached it to the pretty
o’clock tho next morning
Will there be another springtime then?
and sank dizzily upon a chair.
milk-room until it began to fill withHurke. (Nov. 1), Mr. Chandler not yet having
Will the flowersthat fadpd in the autumn
basket.
risen, a knock on his door for the purpose of
Be revived aud quickened once again!
James
Rutherford,
with
a
face white The sun was half an hour high. I took May
“You will send this at once,” ho said,
Price, 8 years old, and we all ran to father's awakening} him elicited no response.Tho
os death, exclaimed :
_______
uu, ulotuxuou.
,IO knew
RUC„ tho
,uw I pocking was repeated several times
room. ____
It was not
disturbed. Wo
Will those cherished souls that lost their luster and then left the shop.
“ Dying ! An accident ?”
When the faded leavtsbegan to fall
And Harvey, taking the place Fred
building would be bnrnod.and ran across Dong- 7 ia thei. 8erva*nit8Wlt^ tl10 Ham0 r0Spri g. re Ut a hod, anew within God's garden,
. Tj61*
, of affairs was
“No, sir; it is a fever from overwork.” lass avenue to a field of sago brush beyond
had just vacated, read the card: “Mrs.
In thu spriiigtime.at the Matter's call?
plowed ground. The Utes were so busy
to the office. The hotel officials, now
“Fever—
overwork
!”
F. Holman, No. 28 Ralph street.”
leg annuity goods they did not see us at firto !*laniieoat ,th0 ominous silence of Mr. Chand“Josie— Josie!”
Will those hearts that toved and that were loving,
About thirty of them, loaded with bhnkotf, !£[• .cutcre<1the room by meam of a pa«s-key.
What proof was needed now? It was
•' Beat within the realm of Paradise?
If ever Fred Holt spoke he spoke were carrvi.g them towara Douglass’ camp, i A, lr1lwor, fearB ware realized. Senator
hot
in
the
nature
of
Hprvey
Foster
to
Will those eyes that beamed with radiant luster
near the
i Chandler lay prone upon the bed, iu the
Beam where soul’sexistence never dies?
work openly in any scheme. A blow in then from an inner room, and the little
We had gone 100 yards when the Utes saw ^oltl 1embrace of death. At what hour the
--- ------the dark suited him better. Feeling wife, seeming to forget her strange vis- us. They threw adown
the blankc'eaud
c»mo dread messengercame is not exactly known
Will those hands that were always doing
itors, answered quickly :
running toward t\s; firing as they came. Bul- but it is conjec'uredthat it was not long aftersure
of
his
position
now,
he
hurried
Deeds of kindness to the weary ones of earth
lote whizzed as thick as grasshoppers around Mr. Chandler retired. The doctors declare
“I’m coming, Fred.”
Still keep doing in that spring eternal,
homeward to write two anonymous letus. Ido not think they intended to kill us- that hear! disease was the cause of his death
She
went
at
once
to
the
room
from
When the eyts behold that nobler birth?
ters, which would, he fondly hoped, disThe dead Senator, when first discovered
only to frighten us. Mother was hit by a bulArrLETOjt, Onio.
which the voice came, and again the let, which went through her underclothing, was half-sitting,half-lyingupon the bed, bis
inherit and utterly confound his longtwo, listeningintently, heard Fred’s and made a flesh wotfnd three inches long.
legs hanging over the side, tho right foot on
successful rival.
As the Indians came nearer they shouted; tho floor, and thf) left foot raised a foot or so
husky voice.
One of these venomous missives
A SLKtuf MISTAKE.
it. Tho death liad evidentlyboon a
“Bring the last cordial, Josie. Ten “We no shoot; come to ns.” I had a little above
peaceful one. Tho eyes were clo?o<i,aud an
found Maud Chester in her pretty bougirl, and an Indian named Pnrsune said for mo
drops ! I am sure ho knew me ; but he to go with him. He and another Ute seized me expressionof calm repose lay on the features.
To say that Harvey Foster was in a doir, triflingwith some embroidery, is faint.”
by tho arras and started toward the river. An Tho appearance of the room was indicative of
and
dreaming
sweet
dreams
of her love,
bad temper was to put the mildest form
UncimpahgreIndian took Mrs. Price and her a man who had lain down to rest for a few hours
A
moment
later
the
same
cheery
and Fred Holt’s devotion. She was a
baby, and mother was taken to toe headquar- in tho full rush of an active career. His watch
of words to express the savage mood in
voice spoke again :
was
a yiu-Jn
pillow auu
aud still going. Xlltj
His
handsome,
dignifiedgirl of 19. full of
ters Of
"**' lying under »
which he found himself one winter’s
“Drink this, old fellow. See! see!
TheTndian Pnrsune took mo where his po- ^"“ing-case was open, a clean shirt was
all womanly sweetness, nospoiled by
evening,as he shot throngh the main
nics were standingby the river, and seated ire ,l(‘ 011 000 “k!0*
clothingcarefully
her great wealth. She loved Fred here is J osie ! Don’t you know Josie ?” on
street of the town of L., on his way
a pile of blankets. Indians are now on all Plac0<! upon a chair. A consultation of emtThen
another
voice—
Oh!
so
very
sidos. I conld not escape. It was now sun- nonl physicians was called to decide upon the
homeward. Everything had gone ex- Holt with the whole strength of her faint!— said:
youog
heart, and she was sure that her
down. Packing was finished at dusk, and we CaU8t'J toat produced death. It was ^.seeractly contrary to his wishes all the
“Josie— little wife !”
started for the wflderno!>8of tho south. I rode teiued that Mr. Chandler had exposed himself
love was returned.
week.
,5
.
r. m K ^
a horse with a saldle, but no bridle. The child
during his speaking tour in WisThe dainty work under the slender A moment of utter silence followed, whs lashed behind
Pnrsune and his asparticularly at Janesville, where
Entirely ignorant of the fact that
and
then
Josie said:
fingers progressed slowly, ns Maud lay
s slant rode each side of mo, driving nark i be 8Poku twice in one day iu a tent,
Harvey Foster was a man of standing
“There is a gentleman and lady in mules ahead. About twenty other Indians 1 wboro tbu temperature was very low, and that
back in her deep arm-chair, looking inand wealth in L., pretty Josie Ormstead
rartv.
came later,
later riding
ririin.. he had been disturb’d for a day or two by
fo the glowing tire and building castles tho other room, Fred, who want to see were in the party. Mother
allowed the minor fact, that he was inpains in the chest and stomach. One or two of
bareback lx hiodDooglaas. both on one horsa
Frank.
Will you see them ?”
of future happiness.From this tender
_______ __ the physicians were in favor of a post-mortem
8ho was 04 years old, _______________
feeble in health,t woundsultingly free in his addresses, to influAnd Fred, appealing in compliance ed, aud not recovered from a broken thigh examination,hut, in deferenceto the feelings
reverie she was aroused by a servant,
ence her so strongly that her dignified
with this request, found his uncle vig- caused by a fall two years ago. Chief Douglass
tbe ^amdv a,‘d friends of the deceased,they
who
handed
her a squarely-folded letter,
reserve taught him the lesson he needgave her neither horse, saddle
saddle nor w°r® overruled, and tho council of mod’awkwardly addressed,and fastenedwith orously fanning Maud Chester with a
ed; aud when he sought her for his
newspaper to bring her out of a faint- blankets. We followed tho river, and, on the icsl experts decided to simply exama wafer.
other side, Pnrsune brought mo a bitful of ine the body exte nally and submit their views
wife she refused the honor.
Wondering
who
her unknown corre- ing fit. Before he could frame a ques- water to drink. We trotted along until tl to toe Coroner's jury. After a careful examinTo add to his discomfiture, the heiro'clock, when wo halted for a half hour. All ation of tho body, and an inquiry iuto the cirspondent could be, she opened the pa- tion. his uncle said, quickly :
ess, Miss Maud Chester— whom he had
tho Indians dismounted, and blankets wire cumstances connected with the death of the
“ Get me some water! ”
per. The same straggling hand met her
spread upon the ground,’ and I laid down to | deceased,they gave a written opinion to tho
held in reserve, that his ambition might
He
obeyed.
Then,
when
Maud’s
blue
that Mr. Chandler“died from natural
win a wife if his love would not— had eyes. Only these few lines were writ- eyes opened with a bewilderedstare, rest, with mother lying not far from me. Chief
DoucIahh was
wn* rnnHi.torshiv
. causes — probably cerebralhemorrhage."The
Douglass
considerablyexcited aud made a
ten:
coolly informed him that she was enspeech to me with many gestures and great Coroner’sjury accordinglyrendered a verdict
the old gentleman continued :
If yon win'd have a proof of tho falsehood
gaged to Fred Holt.
emphasis.Ho recited his griovancts, and ex- to tho same effect.
“
We
were
sent
here
to
see
your
doof one you believe tine, po at 8 o'clock this
The stem demands of tho law in cases of
Now, it there was one man al)ovo an- evening to the Mcond floor of No. 28 Italph mestic felicity, and we seem to be mis- plained why tho massacre began. IR said
an Iden death having been complied with, tho
Tnombnrgh
told the Ind’ans ho web going to
other who was utterly detestable in the street,and you will find Mr. Fred Holt and his informed.”
arroit tho bead chiefs, take them to Fort body of tiie deceased was again Ukeu charge of
eyes of Harvey Foster, it was Fred Holt. wife.
by friends, and arrangementsmade for the
“ My domestic felicity 1” cned Fred. 8t ele, ami put them in a calaboose,perhaps
They had been rivals at school, where
“Anonymous !” the proud girl said, her
hing them. Ho said my fattier had written funeral. A committee of thirty prominent cit“ Read that,” said his uncle, handing
both stood well in talent, application lips curling and her eyes flashing. “ It the anonymous note. And Fred com- all tho letters to the Denver papers, izens was delegated to accompanytoo remains
and circulated wild reports about what the In- to Detioit On Sunday morning, Nov. 2, tho
and social position ; and Fred was ever is a falsehood !”
plied.
dians would do, and was responsible for all tbe b0(l>' WfiH e8Cortwl to 1,10 d0P°t by a largo civic
a little in advance in every study, carShe threw the note upon the coals as
“Humph! yes,” fie said. “So you hostilityagaiu*t the Indians among the whites 1 aU(1 railita7 procesdon, and dispatched to DeCentral railroad
rying away the contested prizes far she spoke, and watched the flames curl camp to see Mrs. Fred Holt? Well, that West. While Douglass was tellingthis he stood tr01t OV<!r
more frequently than it suited Harvey and blacken the paper till it flashed out lady has made me a happy man,” and in front of mo with his gun, and ids anger was
IMographlciil.
Ho said father had always been
he should. In society,Fred’s hand- of sight up the chimney. Tlieu, with his eyes flashed merrily upon Maud. dreadful.
Mr. Chandler was nearly M years old at tho
writing to Washington.Then ho swore a fear-

proved treacherous.It seemed

Solemn, for we see on earth no longer
Faces of the loved ones, gone before;
Falling on our ear the eacf, sad warning’!
That our lives on earth will soon be o’er;

“Very important business,”was the
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face, ready wit, courteousmanners
and frank, sunny temper kept him always in higher favor than Harvey Foster’s sullen, cold disposition conld gain.
And now, when Maud had been ever
gracious to the son of the wealthy
banker, Silas Foster, she answered his
love suit by the tidings that his lifelong rival had won her promise to be

all the color stricken

from

her face, she

introduceyou to my cousin’s
Frank Holt. Maud,” he conHad Harvey watched her then, lie tinued, with gentle gravity, “ since you
would have thought that that poisoned have come here, it will be an act of
arrow had missed its aim. But it was Christiancharity to remain, for” — and
not so. The work was thrown aside, his voice sank very low — “ we are afraid
the piano rang out under her restless the poor little woman will be a widow
fingers, a novel was opened, a room was before the morning.”
put in order; but, while the calm face
“Poor fellow!” said James Rutherhis bride.
betrayed no secret suffering, tho girl ford. “ What is the trouble?”
“And the worst of it, it will be just the was tortured all day by tho words of
“Overwork. He thought he could
match to suit his uncle,” muttered Har- the anonymous note :
increasehis small salary by toiling over
“Fred Holt and his wife!”
vey, savagely. “No fear of him disinline engravingin the evening, and he
Could it be? Had the frank brown broke down. I never knew of his marheriting Fred now.”
For Harvey knew that Fred depend- eyes that had looked so lovingly into riage till last week, when he wrote me
ed ^entirely upon the good-will of his hers mirrored only a false heart? Was a painful note, begging me to care for
mother’s brother, James Rutherford, a she, indeed, so far deceived?
his wife, if he died. I came here at
Long before 8 o’clock Maud Chester once, and was fortunateenough to win
wealthy aud eccentric bachelor, for his
income. He had been left an orphan had resolved to prove or falsify the poor little Josie’s sisterly confidence
when d mere boy, and his uncle had words that seemed burned upon her and affection. Maud, if the great trouble
adopted and educated him, and would brain. Surely, of all the world she had we fear comes
probably make him heir. Rut the the l>©8fc right to test the truth of such
“I will be her true sister, Fred ” inbachelor, having long ago put away a monstrous charge against her be- terrupted Maud.
sentiment, if he ever felt it, looked to trothed lover.
Here was a deep silence of several
And while she was striving to hide minutes. Then Josie, very pale still,
Fred to inwko a m&toh, that would increase his fortune and social position. from any eyes the tortures she endured, crept softly into the room.
It was the wish of his heart to see Fred James Rutherford was storming up and
“He is asleep! ” she whispered. “The
the husband of Maud Chester,and his down his library, holding the second of doctor said if he slept he would live! ”
Harvey Foster’s communicationsin nis
wish was to l>e fulfilled.
And when she broke into hysterical
Harvey Foster, at odds with love, hand. In the same awkward bandwrit- weeping, Maud held her close in lovwould like to see his rival refused, dis- ing, the same facts were stated, the ing arms, whisperingthat she must
inherited, humbled as lie felt himself same hour aud place to verify the let her stay and comfort her, for Fred’s
humbled, since neither love nor

money

would accept him. He strode over the
pavement in a bHvage mood, and started
suddenly to see Josie Ormstead coming
out of

a

him.

In

shop

a few

steps in advance of

her hand were several small
packages,and her face was pale and
anxious. In a moment Harvey was at
her side.
“Let me carry some of your parcels,”
he said, liftinghis hat as ho spoke.
“Thank you, I have only a few steps
to go,” answered Josie, hurrying forward
nervously.
“You need not he afraid of me,” Harvey said, noting her nervous manner.
*1 will not annoy yon. Why will you
not believe my respect is as great for
you os my love?”
Aud, before lie knew exactly where
his words were leading him, the young
man was renewing the offer he had' made
before.

At the door of

writer’s words.

But tho peppery old bachelor made
wrath. To have listened
to him, one would have supposed that
making mince-meat of his disobedient
nephew waa the least he intended. He
culled him all the pet names suggested
by a furious rage; he used up all the
abusive adjectives in the dictionaryto
describe Mr. Fred Holt. He exhausted
every threat be could devise; long betore 8 o’clock he hud wrought himself
up to a rage that was frightful to witno secret of his

ness.

with a chuckle of satisfaction
Harvey Foster, secretly hidden in
a narrow court- way, watched a tall,
stately figure leave a carriage at the
head of Ralph street, and walk to the
door of No. 28. In the qniet of the
street he heard a clear voice ask the
servant who opene i the door:
“Does Mrs. Holman live here?”
It was

that

“Yes, ma’am; second floor."
“Is her husband at home?”
“You haw Hpoken so
Mr. Fos“0, yes, ma’am; you’ll find them
ter,” she said, gently; “and, because I bo'h there.”
Then Maud Chester entered the
believe you are sincere, I will tell you
what I have kept secret for six months; honse, just as a short, panting man
I am already married 1”
dashed up the steps, and, not pausing
“Josie! Be quick! Why do you to make inquiry, also entered.
stand there?” cried a voice in the narIn the passage, Maud Chester, tamrow hallway, and a man stepped into the ing, as rapid stepa followed her, faced
James Rutherford.
‘ bar of light thrown across the open
door by a street lamp.
“You herel” he said. “You have
“Fred Holt!" muttered Harvey, start- heard, too, then, of the trick this una

small lodging-house

took up her erabioidery.

Josie stopped and faced

,

him.
Wore,

.

“

But I

will

wife, Mrs.

ful oath in English, and said if the soldiers had

not como aud threatened tho Indiaus with
Fort Btoeie and tho calaboose,aud threatened to kill other Indians at White
river, the Agent wouldn’t have been massacred Then the brave chief, Douglass,
wno bad oitou at our table that very day,

time of Ids death, having lieeu born at Bedford, N. H., on the 10th ot December. 1818. His
education was limited to that of tho common
schools and acadomy in his native Htatu. In
ISfi! bo removed to Detroit, and shortly afterward engaged in tbe dry-goods business. He
was elected Mayor of Detroit iu 18->1, and in
1852 was the nominee of tho Whig party for
Governor of Michigan. Ho made an active
canvass and ran far ahead of bis ticket,but tho
Democratic party was thou iu ascendancy in
the Hta'o. In 1857, the Republican party having come into power in Michigan,Chandler was
elected to the United States Senate to succeed
Lewis Cass, and took his seat March 4, 1857.
He at once took prominent and radical ground
in hostility to tho encroachments of slavery.
He was re-electedin 18ft}, and again in 1801),
fins serving in tho Senate eighteen years.
Mr. Chandler was made Chairman of the Committee on Commerce, and held that position
until tbe expiraiion of his third terra,March 8,
1875. In the Senatorial election by tho Michigan
Legislature in 1875, he was nominated
by the Republicans for a fourth term. The Republican Legislative Majority that year was but
ten on joint ballot*and on the first vote bv both
houses Jau. 21,1875, Mr. Chandler lacked throe
votes of being elected, owing to a very decided
opposition of a few Republicansopposed to him.
On the second ballot the Democrats, with one
exception, voted with six boltingRepublicans
for Isaac P. Christiancy,ono or the Mnpremo
Court Jndges, and tbe latter was thus elected
by one majority. Oct 19, 1875, Mr. Chandler
was appointedSecretaryof Interior by President Grant, boldingtbe position until after tho
inaugurationof Pro ideut Hayes. On the 10th
of February last, Ktnator Christiancyresigned
his office to accept the position of United States
Minister to Peru, and on tho 18th of the same
month Mr. Chandler was elected to fill tho va-

walked off a few feet, returned, and placed his
gun to my foreheadthree times, and asked me
if I was going to run away. 1 told him I was
not afraid of him nor of dtreth,and should not
run away. When he found his repeatedthreats
could not frighten me, all !h« other Indians
turned on him aud Dugbod at him, and made
so much fun he sneaked off, and went over to
frighten my mother. All hands tookadri.k
around my bed ; then they saddledtheir horses,
and Pnrsune led
horse to me, and
knelt down on his hands and knees for mo to
mount my horse from his back.
We urged our horses forward,and journeyed
In moonlight through to the Graud mountains,
with the Indians talking in low tones among
themselves.It was after midnight when
we made the second halt in a deep and
somber canyon. Mother was not allowed to
como np. Douglasskept her with him, half
!
a mile further ’down the ravine. Then the
eonaws cam**, and laughed, aud grinned, aud
gibbered. When I had lain down on tho
blankets two squaws sang and danced fantastically at my lect Other Indians stood
around, and, when the women reached a certain part of their recitative,all broke iuto
laughter. Next day Pursiuto went to fight the
soldiers, and placed me in charge of his wife,
with her three children. That same day mother
came up to see me in company with a little ludiau girl W/sdnesdaj,next dny, Johnson went
over to Jack's camp, and brought back Mrs.
Price and her baby to live iu his camp. He
sake.
said he had made it all right with the other
Nearly 11 o’clock came, and still Utes. We did not do anything but be around cancy.
the various camps and listento tho talk of tho
Mr. Chandler left a will. His estate, consistHarvey Foster waited, half-frozen, in squaws, whoso husbandswere away fighting ing principally of valuablereal estate in Dethe dark court-way,to see the discom- tho soldiers.
troit, and an interest in a large mercantile
Sunday night Jack came, and made a big establishment in tho fame oily, is estimated
fiture of his rival. Then his patience
; also Johnson. They said more troops
at about $1,800,000.Mr. Chandler’s only imwas rewarded by seeing Fred and his speech
were coming, and recited what orders had been mediate relative, besides his wife and only
uncle come out of No. 28, arm-in-ann, brought from Chief Ouray. They were in daughter, Mrs. Eugene Hale, the wife of the
evidentlytho best of iriends, and great commotion, and did not know what to do. well-known Maine Congressman, and her three
enter Miss Chester’s carriage and drive They talked nil night, and next morning struck children, is an aged rister.Mrs. Lie, who lives
their touts,and put them up again. Part were at Bedford,N. II. His brothersare all dead.
for going away, part for staying. We had a
Not until the day of the wedding, long ride. The cavalcadewas fully two miles
SensationsAfter an Opinm Smoke.
when he saw Josie an honored guest, long. Tho wind blow a hurrictno,and tho
Do Quincey’s “Confessionsof an
dust was so thick we could not see ton feet
and was introduced to Mr. Frank Holt,
back. Most of the Indians had no breakfast, Opium Eater” do not describe those of
did Harvey Foster understand the and we traveledall day without dinner or
an opium smoker, although tho feeling
slight mistake he had made.
water. Mother had neither saddle nor stirbe somewhat similar. The
rups, but merely a few thicknessesof canvas
strappidon tho horse’sback, while tho young strangest dreams overtake the unconSnake and Toad.
chiefs pranced rou< d on good saddles. 8ho did
scious sleeper, the pipe falls from his
R. H. Dixpn, of Canandaigua, N. Y., not reach Grand river until after dark, and the hands, his face becomes livid, and the
sends us the drawing of a toad which ride for an invalidand aged woman was long visions that pass before his drugged
and distres-iuc.
has been partly swallowed by a snake,
After marching south some days tho Indians fancy are simply delicious. No dream
the head and fore feet protruding from said they would stay at their camp, and if of pleasure, no fancied beauty, can
the snake's month, and the hind legs the soldiers advanced, would g<t them equal the scenes and forms called up in
in a canyon and kill thorn all. Tho Utes were
from a fissure m the snake’s throat. now close to the Uncompahgre dis rict and the visions of the opium smoker. After
Both toad and snake were found dead. conld not retreat much farther. Eight miles -half an hour of perfect content and rest
The question as to what was the imme- more travel in two other days brought us the victim wakes to find that with the
to the camping-ground where Gen. Adams
diate cause of the doable fatality may
found us. This was near Plateau creek, bu' dawn of reason comes the waking, rackreadily be answered as tp the snake, by high up and not far from tbe snowy ing brain. The head feels about ten

my

away.

must

range. Monday night an Uncompahgre Ute
sufficientlywide, while the toad came in and said that next day Gen Adsmi,
whom they called Washington, was coming
kicked throngh the skin of the throat
after the captives. N« xt day about 11 o’clock,
when it was very much distended,and while sewing in Pnrsune’a tent, his boy came
consequentlythin.— Forest and Stream. in, picked up the buffalo -robe, and wanted
me to go to bed. Told him I was ndt sleeoy.
If Edison can render sound available Then a squaw came and hung a blanket before the door and spread out both bauds
in so many ways, why doesn’t he utilize
to keep tho blanket down, so I could
the howling wilderness?
not pnah it away, but 1 looked over tbe
top and saw Gen Adams and party outside on
stating that he was not able to open his

month

times its usual size, and the feeling
about the heart is most painful.—Fa-tract from a California letter.

The Hungarians are exceedingly
jealous of their identity as a distinct
and sovereign people, and carefully
preservetheir national usages and language.
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by Mr. Dayton, the Minister at Paris, dom, have gladdened The hearts of our people
Over
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agenU are now making
thing*
for
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»genw
and Mr. Bigelow, the Consul General ; aud confirmed their attachmeut to the Govern- from |9 to i|16 a day. Brad
lend (Urop
lUmp for particular*.
ment which the wisdom and courage of onr Rev. 8. T. Buck. Milton, North
Northumberland
umbt
Co, Pa.
and, had it not been for what may be ancestorsso fitly framed, and the wisdom and
called an accident that brought the courage of their descendants have so firmly
news of Napoleon’s hostility to the ears maintained,to bo the habitation of liberty and
to successive generations.
Partin oonteffipittingmarriage, and aecmng anraeOf Mr. Dayton, our representatives justice
Now, therefore,I, Kuthorford B. Hayes, thing very neat and Uttyin the war of Wedding Nota
might hgve gone on laboring under the President of the United fciUtes,do appoint Paper and Envelopes,ahould ask the publisher of Ibis
paper to »how them NKWaPAPKR UNION sample*
delusion that France would not inter- Thursday, the 27th day of November, instant, of auch gooda.
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A ¥ KAKanct expenite* to agents. Outfit Free.
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mor came to him, sent to London postOfficialReports and Circular* free. Addreas
haste for Mr. Weed, who left immedi- there to give thanks aud praise to Almighty- ! T. POTTER WIGHT A CO.. Banker*.85 Wall St, N.Y
God for His mercies, and to devoutly beseech
I
IVimted for a lire Book that
ately. As soon as he arrived he was their continuance.
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1J 1 * A 15 sell*fast. Chance for all to make
informed of the unpleasant news. Mr.
in witness whereof 1 have hereunto set my money. -1.IFE OF
Weed happened to remember that he baud and caused tho seal of the United Htatsa
to bo affixed.
had a letter of introduction to one M.
Done at tho City of Washington, this 3d day
Lubat. He delivered it at once, and of November, in the year of our Lord ouo The famou* Scont. Gnlde. Ilnnter and Actor— written
his apprehensionswere confirmed, as thousand eight hnndred and seventy-nine, and by himself—U the liveliestand eiuiest book to aell that
hi* appeared for year*. AgcuU already at work are
M. Lubat informed him that the danger of the independence of the United fitalesthe making big aalea. Send at once and secure territory.
ouo hundred and fourth.
For circular* and liberal terras apply to
of war was imminent. He advised him
Butherfobd B. Hates.
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N. HINCKLEY. Eg South Canal St. Chicago.Illto have an audience with the Emperor
By the President
William M. Evakts, Secretary of State.
at once, to which Mr. Weed, replied
that Mr. Dayton would arrange one, but
Just publl»h“d:—Forrrat nous'*. A rpVndldhew
A Blockade That Should Be Raised.
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at Fan*
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I.m w. Thouaands of Soldier* and heir* entitled.
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MinneapolisA Manitoba K'y, (late St. Paul A Pacific.)
l>e*t lands.
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On long time, low prices and easy paymen a.
Pamphlet with full Informationmailed free. Apply to
at. P. M.

A M.

R'y, at. Paul,

Minn.
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This Is the faatest-relIng book ever published, and th*
complete and authenticHistory of Granl'aTravels.
Send for circulars containinga full descriptionof tb*
work and onr extra terms to Agent*.Address
NATIONAL PUHLISHINO CO .Ohlraro,III.
Veil at once after as log
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or for any other purpose, vou

IMPROVED HEALTH CORSET
I* niAile wllli Hip

will want a good hotel Such an one ie tho Tre-

mont

Johu A. Rice, the proprietor,knows

the wants and tastes of travelers,and his hotel
emphaticallyfirst-class. The aim is to make
every guest a frieud of the house.
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Aiupiro Bust, wliicb

son sml Orxlbie and couUlna do
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For AsUbysllleadinr
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An Elegant Watch.
If you wan*, to get an elegant stem-winding
Elgin Watch, bouq for
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porter*at Half the
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large buyers. ALL EXPRESS CHAUGKS PAID.
New term* FREE.
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Tie Great AEriciin Tea Coiaiy,
SI anil ns Vesey Street. New Terk.
BoxAsaa.

THE ONLY MEDICINE

P.O.

That Acte at the Same Time on

THE LIVER,
THE BOWELS,
and the KIDNEYS.
Those great organa are tho naturalcleansof the svatein. If they work well, health
will be perfect: If they become clogged,
dreadfuldisease* are rare to follow with
er*

JudiciouslyInvesirilin
I Wsll 8U*)'S th. foundsjllin for foiluurssvery
wtrk.sndpaysImessasa profits by tli* Kewf'spUsIlisiloa
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There is a popular brewery in Munich called tho Hofbrauhaus— Court
brewery— in which noble and plebeian

J

mingle freely, the best of lager, like tho
cold hand of death, rendering all equal.
The quantity of beer they imbibe may
be judged from the recent observations
of a visitor,aa recorded in a German
newspaper. At 10:35 in the forenoon,
two fresh hogsheads were tapped. One
of them was empty at 10:48 and the
other at 10:51. This would bo about
I,000 glasses sold in sixteen minutes.

Every objection that was offered by
the Count was removed by Mr. Weed,
and every alleged violation of international practices was justifiedby precedents in the French and English wars.
At the close of the interview the Count
said that he should meet the Emperor
on the evening when the speech to the
Oswego Starch Factory, N. Y.,
Chambers would bo read first to the
Get £>, 1878.
Cabiuet, and would present his points. II. IT. Johns, 87 Maiden lane, X. Y.:
The next day the Emperor made his
Dear Sir: Wo have severalacres of your
speech, and it was amicable. The danAsbestos Roofing on our buildings. The
ger had blown over. Had Mr. Weed
first roof, put on fifteenyears ago, is in good
been a day later, or had ho failed to
condition,and wo prefer it to any other.
'
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wo might have
Yours respectfully,
hud a war with France on our hands,
T. Kingsford <fc Rons.
and at the very time when England was
To
be
of
pcimanent
benefit a medicine
most hostile to us, and was inflamed
must reach the source of tho disease. The
with indignation at the arrest of Mason reason why Scovill’bBlood and Liver Strup
and Slidell. The escape seems almost is so successful in overcomingscrofulous
providentialin every one of its details, and all eruptive complaintsis that it enand in none less than in the fact that tirely roots ont those impuritieswhich give
rise to them. The cause of tho evil being thus
this delicate duty was intrusted to such removed and tho normal purity of tho circuan intelligentand skillful representa- latipn restored, tho skin resumes its original
tive as Mr. Weed. He is more than clearness and sores and pimples disappear,
ever entitled to the gratitude of the fijld by all Druggist*.
country for his eminent services, and
H. W. Johns’ Asbestos Liquid Paints are
that gratitude will not be any the less strictlypnre linseed oil paints, and contain no
hearty because pertinentcircumstances water. They aro tho best and most economical
have called out the story he has so long paints iu the world. Bend for samples to 87
kept to himself.
Maiden lane, N. Y.

A Monkey’s Trick.

Fob

trAtii 1* MIGHTY

and

or country place of residence has
around it very tall trees. The cook of
the chateau has a monkey, a pert fellow
who knows ever so many tricks. The
monkey often helps the cook to pluck
the feathers from fowls. On the day
that interests us the cook gave the
monkey two partridges to pluck, and
the monkey, seating himself on an
open window, went to work. He had
picked the feathers from one of the
partridges and placed it on the outer
ledge of the window with a satisfied
grunt, when, lol all at once a hawk flew
down from one of the tall trees near by
and bore off the plucked bird. Master
Monkey was very angry. He shook his
fist at the hawk, which took a seat on
one of the limbs not far off and began
to eat the partridgewith great relish.
The owner of the chateau saw the sport,
for he was sitting in a grape arbor, and
crept up to see the end ef it. The
monkey picked the other partridgeand
laid it on the ledge in the same place,
then hiding behind the window screen
on the inside. The hawk was caught in
this trap, for when it flew down after
the partridgeout reached the monkey
and caught the thief. In a moment the
hawk’s neck was wrung and the monkey

.
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the

best Liuiment for Man and
Beast?— this is the answer, attested by two generations : the

MEXICAN NUSfANU UNIMENT. The reason is sim-

Ladies are all buying Madam Loraine’s
Bosom Shape*. See *a<L” in anothercolumn.
Jackson’*Best Sweet NaryTobaooo.
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gAPONIFIER
I* the Old Reliable

penetratesevery sore,
wonnd, or lameness, to the
very bone, aud drives ont all
Inflammatory and morbid matter. It u goes to the toot” of
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core in doable quick time*
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new
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IT IS FULL WElQHt AND STRENGTH.
The market 1* floodedwith (so-called) Concentrated
Lye wtiicu is adulterated wlUt salt and rosin,aed tsewf
duUm OOUJ). .

SaponIfIeR

FATIMTZA.

DOCTOR OF AECANTARA. Klchberg.
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The newest Operas are
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CARMEN.
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ConcentratedLye

$500 Reward.

be saved every year

BROIL. Proprietors,Canton. Maes,

A New Sunday School Song Book of ur usual baauty.
By A. J. ABBKT and M. J.Mubobb. Prire 90 orata,
for which Ki>sclrasn Goplre will te mallsd. Kxamln*
this charming oollsction when new books are needed.
Every song ta a jewel.
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The
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Young men, go West. Learn telegraphy. Situation guaPt’d.R. Valentino, mngr, Janesville,Wis-

soon had the hawk plucked. Taking
the two birds to the cook, the monkey
handed them to him as if to say: can
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applied at any time.
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THE NEWEST HD SIG BOOKS.

Prevent crooked boots and blistered heels
wearing Lyon’s Heel Stiffeners.Can be
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Liquid Paints. Roofing, Boiler Covering!,

Are made of fine Silvered Braid, woven into a beautiful Steam Packing,Sheathing*, Coating*,Cements, io.
fiKgsron Daecnimve Paid List.
tight, pliable, net-work Bust; are clean, neat, healthy,
CO. 87 maiden LAHt,N. V.
cool and aelf-adjuiting; making up a full davilo])- H. W. JOHNS
ment, giving esse, grree and comfort to every lady
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They cure all diseases of the Stomach,
Bowels, Blood, Liver, Nerves, Kidneys
and Urinary Organs, and $500 will be
paid for a .case they will not cure or
help, or for anything impure or injurious found in them— Hop Bitten. Test
them.— ^osf.
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and

Si,

lour Druggist ha* u, or will get ft for
you. h*M upon having It. Price, fLOO.
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age at once and be aatlsficd.
It i* a dry vegetablecompound and
One Package makes six quarts of Medicine.
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Why boar suoh distress from Constipation and Piles ?
Why be eo fearful because of disordered urine ?
Kin*nr- Wort will cure you. Try a pack-

Pf a Montu nna niponsei guarsnteed to Agent*.
Outfit free. Shaw A Co., Augusta, Maine.
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throat disorder*

An old phyaiolan,retired fromc*~*practice, bavin* had
placed in his hands by an East India missionarythe
formulaof a simple veceUble remedy for the speedy and
permanent euro lor Consumption, BronchitU, Caiarth,
Asthma and all Throat and Lun* Affectinni,Xiao a
positive and radicalenro for Nervous Debility and all
Nervous Complaints,after bavin* tested Its wonderful
carat ive power* in tuouaands of cases, has felt it bia
duty to make It known to hiaauff ring fellows.Actuated
by this motive, and e desire to relieve human aufferin*.
1 will send fre, of charge to all wdo desire it this recipe,
In German, French or Kn«llsb, with fall diiectkmsfor
preparingand atln*. Sent by mail by addre>sln*with
stamp, namin* this paper. W. W. 8HKKAK, 140
Power*’Block,Rochester,N. Y

restorethe healthy action and all there
destroying evils will bo banished 5 neglect
them end you will live but to uurfer.
Thousand* have been cured. Try Hand yon
will add one more to the number. Ta!;o It
and health will once more gladden your heart.
Why •uffer longer from tho torment
Of on aching back ?
will

.

the world aro competitors at the Paris Exposition. A cable dispatch to the AssociatedPress
says two highest awards have been awarded to
tho American makers. Mason &. Hamlin.
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developed because the blood la poisoned
with the humor* that should have been
expellednaturally.
arc

,

BC.

award at l‘A World's Expositions,
and at Pane., ItflA
BoM by PrugKiRta. W.P Scblrflrlin & Co., N.Y.

use “Brown'* Bronchial Troches,” having
One of the best things that ever was proved their efficacyby a test of many years
heard of happened in France not many
25 eta. a box.
weeks ago. There lives in the South of
Thirty of the best organ makers of
FrAnce a man of wealth, whose chateau
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put up in 15 and 25 cent bottlestor household use. Shakspeare,sKSejfS*“e2,'f^gi.
drench, but unhappily also to weaken the in- Obtain it from your drufaist. and you will find It superior Sample oopy/r**.Mnrrsy Hill Pub.Ca.fg K.atb SU.N.Y
testines.We say unhappily,since snch medi- to anythin*you have ever used.
AfltTIMT HABIT & SKIN DIHEAbKS.
cines are the favorite resource of many ill-adWARNER BRO'S CORSETS
vised persons,who resort to them upon the
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BY GENERAL GRANT.
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ROUND

only

D.A.MoKINLAY.LandCom’r,

:

coming speech of the Emperor. De Moray, with
considerableemphasis, said that Franco was
sufferingso seriouslyfom our civil war that
theKimerorwould be compelled to refer to the
subject in his address. I inquiredif all wars
of commercial nations did not necessarily,
more or less inconvenienceneighboring nations. Ho replied that our war was au exceptional one; that other nationswere dependert
upon us for cotton; that our blockade and the
destructionof the Charleston harbor had deprived Europe of an article essential to its interests; that France was a paternal Government, and when it oou!d not furnish its people
with labor was compelled to supply them with
broad. When I urged that the blockade, as a
war measure, fonnd precedents in European
wars, the Count replied that tnero was no such
iustitlcatiouor excuse for destroying the harbor of Charleston,one of the most important,
if not the most important,cotton bar -or in our
country. I replied that the Count was laboring under a misapurebeusion in regard to
Charleston harbor; that, instead of being demolished,it had simply been obstructed, and
that the rocks placed there could be readily rcmoved when there was no further occasionfor
such obstruction.

305. _ Washington. I>. <\
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Nature'sAuyean stables,and allows the recuperative power* of the eystem to do the work of restoration to health. No medicine caret ; Nature alone cure*.
This aperient open* the proper avenuee.the function* are
permittedto resume their work, and the patient gets well
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M to-u .Mm*. UL MUSULKX
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EN^«4oT^7ooa

$2,500

a

to

complete record of the travel* of GeneralJD. 8. Grant.
Agents are cautioned against snuri>>us books issued
by unscrupulous publisher*, Klesantly illustrated.
Over M0 ua*e*._ Price, w 11.25. Outsellingall hooka.
A42RN1 *
send for illu.tr* ted circular and tonus. FoBaHt* A MoMakin, Cincinnati. O.
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An

CURED
FREE!
and
remedy fw
Infallible

.....

unexcelled
or Failing Wlckuera.
» effect •_ sped y aud

r iTeismm

>

W

valuable Treatise *ent «
any sufferer sending me hli
Puetoffio* and Expire* ad

drees.

Dm. H. O. ROOT. 183

1’eariStreet. Nrw

York.

will positivelyenni FamNle Weakneu, ranh a* Falling
of the Utvru*, L*ocorrba>a.Chronlo InflummaUrm or
Clceratiun«f (he Uteru*. IncidentalHem»rrh*geor
Flooding,I sinful, Kdp))rre*a>l an 1 Irregular Menstruation. Ac. An old and reliable remedy. Send portal
card for* pamphlet,wlfh treatment. cures and certificate* from phvslclana and piUenta, to HOWARTI1 A
BALLAUD. Utica, N.Y. Sold byall DruggUta-$IJ0
per bottle.

O. If. u.
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SHE READY FAMILY SOAP MAKER

|itrmew’ Column.
Some Account

RESTAURANT

I am on hand this full with all kinds of School
Books, Paper, Stationery,etc., at the lowest prices

LEWIS’

tne Hessian Fly and

of

THE FINEST

Books and Stationery.

s

cfthemarW

IN

H. D. POST.

THE STATE.

Its Parasites.

from L. J. Taylor of Sciota

township, Shiawasse county, show that

m

this insect is in its so-called flax seed state.

The

glossy white

lly has laid its eggs, the

maggot has been hatched, and has crawled

down

the sheath of the leaf to its base at

it

the juices of the plant without

nut color, whereby
flax seed, ns there

The damage

is

comes

it

a

__

to look like a

accomplishedfor this

GEO. T.

LEW

'/

attack on those shoots it has not already

Ii

killed.

We have known good wheat farmers to
feed off their fall wheat infested with the

— —

Abuse; as

•

_

Before

TaMng;r

Loss

'

*"

rn1;Atter Taking;,

uu

and

it

biding The GRAY MEDICINE

thereby save the plant from next

spring’s devastations.
Mr.

No.

is thought to destroy their vitality

Edward

Herrick, lately of Yale col-

aud ac-

lege, os the result of his verycluse

curate observations upon this subject states

.

CO.,

NEW

and Winter Shawls

Fall

FULL LINK OF SUIKTS.

Also. A

FIRM!

two of these insect
parasitesthat are the hope of the wheat
grower. The one may be called the larva

Splendid Assortment of Dress-Goods
lor Fall and Winter.

A

large assortmentof Woolen Blankets. Horse
Blankets.Gloves. Hosiery, and cords of
Bleached and UnbleachedCottons.

Coot

&

Assom*,. J
]

LetA’-

J
/

(W

J

-

— r-77

Dup'puci.

\

Jp

1

LcsicfAppears.

i

\

\F,\to ftus.ic. v

)

SOLD BY

Laige sample package sent free on receipt of 15
cents, to pay postage and mailing. Agents wanted..
Address J. p. Mountain. Ogdeiisburg, N. Y.

All Kinds cf Underwear for Men, Women,

NORTH CAROLINA

A large varietyof HOOPSKIKTS, and a Splendid

.

CORSET

for 8.> cents.'

Fraita.

BOOTS AND SHOES.
RUBBER GOODS,

FALL

SLIPPERS, ETC.

EH

SO,

Our 40-ddnf TEA aheay* on Imnd.

with

its sting pierces the straw

P.

then

and punc-

- - -

IS!

Office

:

mim

CHICAGO,

Laundry and
Soaps, etc

hatches which feeds internally upon the

,

(WiL'rtli

Toilet,

—

•

iw

g

DRY GOODS

5IHEEI,

ILL.

Has

j-

»r>-

aud escapes. The

oilier

pj-pt

3&m

when, alter having

Ble.u*lic*(land

|

parasite is smaller and inserts four or five
of

its

eggs in a single egg of the Hessian

which

lly,

in the

end grow with

its

ALL CEE A(PF0<2 CASE.

growth
trial

goods and Prices.

expedient to avoid this pernicious insect,

No trouble to Show

and had the wheat Known what was to be
and put

wheat sowing two weeks, much

A

0

BOOT & KRAMER.

off the

Holland, Mich., June 21,

of tais in-

1879.

wheat

^
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jury might have been avoided.
to parasites the hope of the

LEUCORRHEA,

MARK THESE FACTS

and Ginghams,

%

I

Fluor 4HrR
or
w it
.............

I

rcYaltut

.
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mg

the Public that
they have finishedtheir new MeatoMarket.andarc
now ready to «it|»|dy theircastonu-rs with all kinds
of Meals'amlSausages. By promptness and fait
dealing they fee! confident of giving sati>factionto
till those who wish to favor them with part of their
trade.

I*

;

.iDdUfi'e. I
t<iu-le»,i> but in.
U, «tood by piiV»iri*i!*.It* rttum up m the
tovt
bllitaiinjr, tint our Anwrimn xti.nn n
a « ni’nliy brrondug a "rare ol Inral’di.'*Iiicapebli-,t
ii- ,,|,n
h'-aitliy offiprini.’,or rnjo;, ii k llfr'i p.m '!•.*.
Rt'if liarrii Yngfunl rs»U1>,nurwd-psrttircjn Mid!'
A tie-rjie/h'Vft>iiiiii‘>ntrfatiiUTt. Appltf!direrriy
t • • • o atof the di* a"-, nud it»*p*cifle re f xrrvd
et ure, pruduring ail inwiinlintr
tut;«e
<
t. The pp'iintinnofttir miie-lr i» atti i dr l W • 1 n i
pa 'i or ieipira«mitue»»,
not inti rt- f,
;i -i or
die.nrvpiir*uiUand
ot lit*', t irruiar n * ‘, i t In
prr fr rtly plain etiveiop* *. *r, ur yicalfdtotnob*i •at. on,
r.' I r m-dr put up inuratplain Imixo*• 1 tliree»ir< *.
li
I (!:rcrt|on«
intlilr. No. 1, trnought>i U»t o n onth.)
®5;No 2,(*r.oiigh
No 3. n«tii ^
tlirre iiionth*, and amnie f >r cuir. except.ng In r r. i c
ra*',i #!0. With earn box we *rn,l n y-iiinlr8} rii.ge
a'icl*ome Tonic Pill*, »« •nx'liarlr*to tl,e r"iii*i!y.
<-nd*t«mnforapampirrtfixing 1 .'I dr*rriptinn
of K-tnrdy,and ii.iutratwlby p»tr«» '*ingit«
uppllratton. Thi» pamph’etafone i* worth a hnripcdtiimaIt* ro«t to any lady in delicate health.
w biir.g a thoroughlypractii al triatiieontl.U (li»'fl*e
,

m
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HOLLOWAY’S PILLS.

overcomes the attacks of the

enemy. New shoots are sent up from the
roots which may possibly bear a crop of

It-

pand

'

«

w

t

We

|

HARRIS REMEDY

Qts.

ing.
1m port an-t Caltiok. — None are genuineunless
the signature of J. Hayoock, as agent for the
United States, surroundseach box of Pills and
Ointment.Boxes at 20 cents.02 cents and $1 each.

Newt Libhaby.— The Northwestern Library Association have established a library in this city at the book-store of L. T.
Ranters, which contains a fine selection
of choice reading, by the most popular
authors, carefullyselected from Lakeside,
Seaside, Franklin Square, and Home
Libraries,etc. An entire change of books
will take place every two months. Subscription only 50 cents a year. For further information call at

58-2w

{{’/“There is considerable saving by taking the
larger sizes.
£ CO., New York.

HOLLOWAY

A CLUE FOR ALL

!

HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT

RANTERS.

Possessed of this REMEDY, every man may be
own doctor. It may be rubbed into the system
so as to reach any internal complaint;bv these
means it enres Sores or Ulcers in the THROAT.

STOMACH. LIVER, SPINE, or

other parts. It

BAD

fallibleRemedy for
LEGS. BAD
it a practice to come into BREASTS, Contracted or Stiff Joints, GOUT,
RHEUMATISM,and all Skin Diseases.
the city and sell beef at reduced rates,
during the cold weather, I want to notify Important Caution.— None arc genuine unless
the signature of,J. Haydock,ns agent for the
my customers that I sell meat just as United State-, surrounds each box of Pills and
cheap, and better beef, at wholesale, even Ointment. Boxes at 85 cents,62 cents and $1 each.
fcgr“Thcre is considerable saving by taking the
if they go down to three or four cents per
larger sizes.
pound.
& CO., New York.

Since
want to

I have noticed that

some farmers

is an

It

make

_

J.

COOKSKMELLION
j
I,

|
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'

i ii. .jiipiii
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KUITE.

HOLLOWAY

an-iy.

School Books.— We have lust received
School Books

.

^.ul3 TJE3INE!

for all

Al nr«e*‘iii -ewt irave

the schools in this city and vicinity.Large
lot of School Slates.

_

at

8* 4c>.00 per Cvait*
A lull ui-wcription,
power. pric«. etc., la
gt v«:ii in an extra of

RANTERS.

L. T.

Gf.n. Gb art’s Toub Around the
Would, and other miscellaneousBooks,
L. T.

RANTERS.

^^1

In the Bankrupt Boot and Shoe Store
you can find a constant crowd of customers going out and coming in. The
Finest Goods for Children and Misses arc

like fHrhtnt Hmorttr,

Grand

number—
Rapids.

BANKING.

The

28 Canal Street,
27-8W.

j

icy ns piims

BANKER,
HOLLAND. - -

kind of Baking Powder is
MCIHIGAN.
manufactured,and offered for sale through
our retail stores,by Mr. Wm. E. Derrick,
of Grand Rapids. Mr. Derrick has assoDoes a general Banking, Exchange, and Collecciated himself with Messrs. Tolford, tion
business. Collections made ori all points in
Goodrich & Co., in order to introduce the United States and Europe, Particular attentheir soaps, which are of a superior quail- tion paid to the collectionsof Banks and Bankers.
Remittances made on the day of payment. AH
tj\ at the same time. Mr. Derrick is makhuslnesi Intrusted ty mo shall have prompt attenfinest

A

md
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THE PRIVATE MEDICAL ADVISER"

•

on Syphilis,Gonorrhma.Gleet,Btrloturo, V.xrlcoc lo, Ac-.alw on Hpcrmatorrhcon, Bexual Debility, *nt
I
potency,t'-'m S*lf-abute*r.d Exeeaw.'*, cauiiry Stmiual
F.iuitaiont, KtrT'-uineai.Areraion

to Socictr,Confuaion of
bP u, f hrairal Decay, Limnaia of Sijht,DefectireMemory,
L"*a of oeeual lower, etc., makmf marriare improper or
a: hippy, riving treatment,and a rreat many valuablereceipt*
for the cure of all privatediaeaiei;224 pagei, over 60 plaUi,
A?."tieal’idilee."l^eture
an

Xanhnodand IToimeitiood.fO*.
-< «-nd »l! thresobth*
nhovc detrribrd book!,

FOR ONE DOLLAR

—

iy bound in on* volume. coiiUininr Oil pager end over
illuatratinna.and
embnufiaar verytliinzon the generative ayitem that it worth knowlne. 'nte combined volume n
poeilival*tha moat popular MedicalBook publiihed.
'j'he Author ii an experiwiCMlpbralclnn
many
year* practice.
(a» ii wet I knowm, ana the advice Riven,
and rule* for treatment laid down, will be found ot gri st
value to thoee iiilfenngfrom impuritiesof th* »r »tcm, early
error*, lort vigor,or any of the numerouetroubles coming
under the head of ••Private” or “Ohronlo'’dijcaae*.—
Postage stamp,taken inpayment for any of these books.
established
»n 1S47, ha*
oa tm
*ai»* w y utat
«•
Die treabinmt »*•
ot
ac?|uire^^iat!onann>utiaToino^
chronic (llH-aM« and complicated
cow*. SjpbllU, (•oaorrhtM, Wi*». Htrlrlara,Orrblll*,
all triaary Trouble*,Hypbllltlr or Irrrurlal affection*of the throat, »klu or bonestreated with iuccvi*, without mine Mercury,

IMy

i

1

1

if.

I'

fo

,

& DECTURE

Home

Trefitinent at Little Coat
Hrininnl Weakm-a*, I iiupl'-a. impure Blond, I.n». of Knergy. Partial Impotfun , Iiintrc-MiiiK
Night
KmiMiona, and many vital evil*
ri-HUltinj!fr"tn Enrly Error nud
exffB-oH,which, if neplcctcd.end in jircmnt tin* dt—
c!in»",ir<'at'."dwitjitiniarallcieaaucceiui<>11 eutircly m
] r.n''i; I* *, i g.-'-tinp
cun'* in m rnunu rfn/irf* r«-(|iiirid
'<* uieier old nanaeat mp and aatipemna remedit
“Trcitiot"ii It. l il.ty” and li.t i f (|iiciiikons
s^ut in
i.| mi ». nil-"! n v 1*1 *|<i* on receipt < ( two. Tc. »lurn|"*. Ao
t in.'il Haii>f"<c|.>TT r<*itlt"«.'ire<i1-t:Uti('d.
A>!dr.K* I»|{. CLKfiL,lit Larnrd Klrcrt but, Drtrvlt,Jlith.
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of

gRRingJjjSPW
t a<

t

t i* *

aw*
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PATIENTS tREATED
!t“4
biit

«nde*pr«.,

where poiiihle.
mai I* KKKK and invlled
pcrional contulution pret
DR. BUTTS tinit«*all p«f»on**off*rlng from RUP-V
ff TURK to *«ni! him theirname and oddiii*.
and htrobv
1 uiuret thrm that they will learn icmvlhlng to their
'adf anta*e.
It Is not a
. All communication*
atrictlyconUdantlol, andihouldbs
•ddr*u*dtoDR. BUTTb1. IS North am nt . hi. Louis, no.

^
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W to -YOUNG

LI BIST

Ju*! PuUished. In a Sealed Envelop, juice 6 ca,fy.

*

36- tf.

j

see our

m

OUt

A Lecture on tlm Nature, Trealment and
Radicalcure of Seminal Weakness, or Sp.Tni.itorrha-a.induced by Sell Abnse lnytduntarv LinDsions. topi deucy. Nervous Debility,and Impediinents to Marriage generally: Lonstniijilion,Lp.nnrt Fits Mo,,..! .n; Ph"nco^cMv.
i (.((•,— By ROBERT J. CILVERW ELL, M. D.
author ttf the “ Green Book.’ etc.
! The world-renownedauthor. In this admirable
1 lecture clearlv proves front bis own experlci.ec
i

that the awful consequence* of

i*

36-tf.

'

hls^ondi^

no matter what
cure himself cheaply, privatelyand ruilically
sufferer,

Mb

CCC HERE!

I

S5 u
:3c'.!,
^J^LRallvrartlon (inaranteol.DOST XlSh Ihi. hmir.
— i 10 valuable mun.v-nitkinr
rmmry.nitkmrTerrel*;
^rcrrl*; 10 Rich
Ricli tic*
1(.
turr* j | Marie Fuunlim I'm i 2 btccl Pen*: I bilver-plalnf

!

I

(

1

“

llnldrr:I I'lain Holtter; I Rubber-tip Pencil; 12 fine Knvclct"r»?12 »hccta
finr Paper; II 61.50
6I.S0ftouk
lloiikt
I’ntm,
i fine
t that funny P'icni,
an'l ( tiinne Srcrct
for rloaaing
-• ------ Bnen,
- (biy money aaflinr
L
rcrctfor
ae
rrrt.tAll aent
it for!
for Fifty Centa. atampa takrn. AJilrrta,
IL.lab.IH76.1 LMO.N UOOK ID., Uunh-ntuwu, hew Jtrvy.

-

J

z*rrhit Lecture trillI'lvcea boon to thousautln

1

Sent under «eal. In a plain envelope, to any ad’on receipt of six cents, or two postage
stamps.
19-1 v
Address the Publishers,

dress.

cmWEll
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WAiiirn

,n,n,K',,,she,‘8 'h i'kkvph, of which i
VI HIV I L U m«kc BuckeyePile Ointment, Warrantedto
cure Pile*. AdJre.i wuh atan.p, Dr. J. N. Taller,St UuU, Mo.
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A MONTH!

$350

75

AQENT3 V7AHTSD1

(amAii.JflY BRONSON, Uitroh, Rich

bi-al Hrlllni: Arllflro In

ple free.

86-tf.

YOUNG MAN

IheWorldl
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work
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fit.,

KEDICAL CQ„

_

He* York; Post OfilceBox.iSSS.

A MONTH guaranteed. $12 n daj at
home made by the Industrious.Capital
not required ; we will start you. Mt 1.
women, boys and girls make mnm>y
ior

us than at anything else.

1

box

““I Maine.
at

send us their addresses at once and see for tl
selves. Costly outfit and terms free. Now is 1 no

College Journal. Superioradvantagesgiven.

1879.

nia>

.

anti ihoueantht.

86-tf.
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FALL AND

time. Those already
Layp?,Kil mf*, a
sum* of money. Address TRUE & GO., Aeu

,

1

WINTER. 1879-

.....

/

—

Truss.

r

FOR SALE.
/'vNE-ACRE LOT, on Land

street, fronting

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

V/

west, between 11th and 12th streets, with
house, main part 16x24 feet, 14 feet high, and a
kitchenof 13x18. Mr. C. D. Strong occupies the
premises at present, where those wishing to nurchasc may apply for inspection.These promises
will bo sold cneap; small payment down, the balance on time. And will be found on the map as
the south X of the west J4 of Jot 6 in block A.
Apply to L. L. STRONG, Fillmoro.Jllch., or at
38-8 mo.
his office.

Farming Lands for

Flowers, Laces, Embroidery, Kuching,

COLLARS AND CUFFS,
Hosiery, Gloves, Shawls, Circulars, Cloaking and Ready Made
Cloaks, all kinds of Worsted Goods,- Germantown Wool
and Worsted, Perforate^ Paper, in all colors,

Sale.
And

120 acres In Olive. Best land In the town.
40 acres In Olive. Very good laud and well
situated.

80 acres near VenturaPostofflcein Holland.
ing strenuous exertions to introduce these tion. Interest allowedon time deposits, subject
40 acres on Grand Haven road In Holland town,
goods. Send (or pricelist to Tolford, to check at sight. Foreign exchangebought and ship,
a large part cleared. First rate fruit land.
sold.
Tickets
to
and
from
all points in Europe
Goodrich & Co., at No. 22 South Division
Apply
II. D. POST,
sold at ray office.
street, Grand
87-«w.
Holland, Mich.
JACOB VAN PUTTEN.

Rapids.

G.

Or any other kind, you rnn (1!» t/o ft rue f/ with our
.Veir JlnrtihiP that it wu'.T c .' lirtterthan
h'.rvr. T!i«!t. -th will u!l ictnain <if < .mil air*- and
Sr ot /» or oil rerci/tt of Q't.ltO !'• any
ft!
•• I
.lnr*/ree.
(rttoitI ’jrutH ’rnnfrtT 'it erect) rotintf/anil
oil
In*. £;. If
X- UR it., A ftP Ox.
Pti.
I.v-e tnndr-iG pf 1‘ tti r* f. -i rr'.-t tiding
* ,t
n.1 j , l j* j .. ot)..! *.L"tI .>•* * * * it.

Etc,

New Goods.
Vim Putten & Sons.

Come and

ni'-i

OffAensbnrsliK.7.

fairly sacrificed at ridiculouslylow figures.

Don’t forget the

Inrrr, rr

l>fc (ollowiiift ct,a)'l<n:
comnaloct
Womanhood,Selectionof Wife.Erklenrt,
nf Virginity,Temperament*,
comt.*!iMe
ZJ 3
incomp*tiL>lr,
Sterilityla Wrmen,
1
i‘i' It fcl fAilli ca me *u I trotinent, Advicato briderrul,mi Africa tn Hunbiof.. Adric*to
Wire*, Prnitiiutlon, iti cauiei,Celibacy*nd Matrimony compteel, C on oril diitire, Concrptioa, Contirement, Lota and
Courtahip.Impedimenta to Marnare in male and female Science
of Hepr. toctioB,Slngie Life eonaidered, Law of Mwriaye,
Law of Divorte,l.ecal right*of married women, etc., ioclud.
ir? Dlaoxsca pecslur to Women, theireanace and treat.
r - -it. A booh for pnrate and con.iderate
readier, oi SCO pi£ei,
with full 1 Ute Eafrannp,by mail, ualed, for 60 ceat*.
ft Lin

•

a large assortment of

S

l'-|V

w art cnraplrtoGuide to
Wedlock, eontiininr.witlmanTothen,
A

*tt

his

L. T.

GK0CERIES,
CROCKERY,

VAN ZOEREN.

CARPENTER SAWS
I

»

Zml

J.

Dress Goods.

FRESH SURER Y OF

Holland. Jnlvl4. 1878.

Never despair— something that never fails—
tola«tt»onii
Fever and Ague— To the sick it Is of little consequence how they are cured, whether from a rational
of the wheat sent by Mr. Taylor view of the disease or by the rules defined for the
P
V
guidanceof the profession,so long as the cure is
shows a tremendousgrowth for the season. certain and expeditions.To a suffering man the 0
U
B
have no hesitationin saying that we queetion on the relativemerits of quinine or calo- »
r
mel is uninteresting. The facultymay wrangle and
Prof.
Harrlx*
Vaginal
Postillei
can
he
obtained
only
from
had much rather take the chances on feed- discuss their various theories,but Dr. Holloway’s
treatment dispels doubt ere the disciplesof EscnCO.MF’G.CKEWISTS.
ing this off than in the danger which awaits
labius have finished the first stage. Holloway s
V.arket and 6th
ST. LOUIS, MO.
such a growth from the winter’s smother- Pills are the only remedies which effect a speedy
and radicalcure w ithout danger of a relapse.
wheat.
Some

Mlitioiud

Winter

•'othiuK

Tais gives the plant such power aud vigor
that it often

AND A BEBUTIFUL VARIETY OF

The *tand is one door west of O. J. HaverkatcA
Son’s Hardware Store.
w. TH'TK AT',

,

1

grower must depend upon good culture.

of all Colors,

Hosiery, Notions, Calicoes

The undersigned announces to

Nil

tJ^n?MAIDENSW^‘
CALLED V J

Goods.

Flannels

oumg

WOMEN

and you will be pleasedwith

and destroy it.
Late sowing is an easy and successful

the character of the season

AL>

LiiLE KLKLLY

Give ns a

Underwear.
A\ Oolen Yarns,

Horse Blankets, all kinds,

FIRST WARD.

llirrU,tfter manr yi'anot» ‘ Uy anted by cintntrot rv.-arch otvl experiment,
together M th experience
rs'.nulinthe treatment of a Inry* number ot raie j under
hi* rare, ;:#» at laM uicce-ded in foinppundir.gtn INI
>ur the acourge to ckiuiuou
I’ i<f

of

—

THE

- ILT

unMeaclied

COTTONS,

All kinds

-

S

Baskets in great variety.

Consisting of

34-:im
“
MEAT MARKET

etc.

jus',arrived at

VAN PUTTEN& SONS,

G.

shingle mills, stave mills, furniture factories,
tanneries,waggon factories,etc . and fur -dirh persons extraordinaryinducements will be offered.
Call or write me as above.
C. W. MrLEAN.
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THE
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Etc,

WHITER STOCK

^

mills.
j

Our 10 cent Tea is called A No. 1 for the price Intransformation,it bores a expert judges. Fine Candies. Tobaccosand
i Citrurs.Toys. Notions, Flower Pots, Hanging

small hole out

STEKETEE.

Teas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,

egg therein, from which a minute maggot

completed its

A.

I

tures the skin of the larva and inserts an

larva until it kills it,

&

tog M:es,

or ALL KINDS OF

Western

full line and fresh supply of CHOW-CHOW,
PICKLES— the choicest brands.

Kramer.

Colss,

RIVER STREET. HOLLAND MICH.

A FULL LINE OF FANCY EASKE'IS.

We respectfallrinvite the attention of our citi
;*?”SALT always on hand at the lowest prices.
zcdh to the .“tuck of goods which we have opened
Come and see our selections of Dutch Woolen
called Herrick’sparasite by Dr. Fitch. one
door east of E. Van der Wen's hardw are store, Yarns, Table Oil-Cloths,and Ginghams and CaliWe only want good farmers, who have from 0
The first ascertains where a larva or flax aud the prices for which we otl'urthem.
or 4W»), or those who have money to build sawcoes in endless variety.

and

CO.,

DEALERS IN

parasite of the Hesiun fly, the other is

seed of the Hessian lly is lying

BIEYER &

H.

and Children.

A

parasites. There are

"J' u

A

New Stock! New Store!

tion of the Hessian fly are destroyed by

28-lv.

& A. Steketee

Mechanics*Block. Detroit,Mich.

Sold in Holland and elsewhere by all whole
sale and retail druggists.
8-1 V

probably nine-tenths of every genera-

that

in

Summer Retreat. Good Fishing, etc.
Good Accommodations, charges moderate.

Delightful

Consists of a completeassortment of

Pain in the Back. Dimness of Vision. Premature
ing of sheep and cattle would aid to shove Old Age, and many other diseases that lead to In
into the ground or shake out of the plant sutitv or Consumption, and a Premature (Imre.
Jvr-Kull particularsin our pamphlet, which we
those flax seeds, thus exposing them to the desire to send free by mail to every one. tSTThe
SpecificMcnicine
Medicine is sold
sum by
u> all drugsjlstsat $1 per
cold
of winter
uud thereby destroying specinc
cum ui
>v mici uu» ...... v.v ........
‘ckage. or six packagesfor $5, or will be sent free
them. If in any way these flax seeds can j by mall on receiptof the money by addressing.

place

Propr*.

HOARD BY THE DAY OR WEEK.

The arrivalof the Fall and Winter Stock of
Goods at

stamp-

be disturbed or removed from their

MORAN,

C. L.

with it.

read; read! read!
P.

ness, Spermatorrhea, Iinpotency,
and all discuses
that follow,ns u
sequence of Self-,

ST-^mo.

Chicago and West Michigan ruilroad-the nearest
rnilread station.
tarThe Hotel has a livery stable in connection

fall.

y
A

and

C08MY,

& MEKZiES

PHILADELPHIA,PA.

Theic are two generations;one in
Gray’s Specific Medicine,
September,the other in April-May. In
the spring the pupa form crowds itself TRADE MARK. The great Eng-TRADE MARK.
Usb remedy, an
out of these flaxseed cases and becomes
l unfailingcure for
the fully formed fly, and makes another
R Seminal Weak-

fly believing that the treading

AND

XAI.TPACrUKKD ONLY BY

do in these samples.

RAPIDS.

The Saugatuck House.

BO-called Rock or Bull Potashes.

chest-

GRAND

St.

This Restaurant is know* as the finest in the
State, is brand new, and fitted up after the most
improved methods of catering to the public.
^7“ Regular Meals, 25 cents.
E. D. BILLINGS, Pboprihtob.
All kinds of Game and Fish, in season. Shell
Oysters and Clams, '
The finest Dining Parlors in the city, for public
Since there is no stage line or boat line that
or private use.
gives ns a connectionwith the city of Holland, wc
call the attention of the public to the only reliable
CHOICE LIQUORS
CIGARS.
route to and from Saugatuck, viz: 1 be beanuful
little steamer Twilight makes two trips nerday
Call and see for yourself.
from Saugatuck to Richmond, connecting with the

^^One UaVi^onful •will soften ilro callous of him! wlcr.
LEWIS’ LYE ii 2S per cent, atrongcrthou any other i.>o or

and hardens

into a kind of shell and changes to

No. 35 Ionia

Agent for Ottawa County, Mlcb

-find your wash will bo sweet and clean to the senses,without
that nasty smell produced when using rcudy-modo Soap or Soap made

and die. Having attained its growth, the
outer skin of the grub dries

POWDER

FINE

is a

out boatno,

wounding

to wither, turn yellow

it, but causing it

LYE

In cans with nn ordinary Blip-lid like our Baking Powder,so
that any portion of contents of can may bo used without spoiling balance.
12 pounds of Perfumed Hard Soap made In ticmty vunuta u-Ui-

sucked

has

STRONGEST'AND PUREST LYE MADE.

And packed

the crow of the root, just at or below the
surface of the ground, where

8,000,000,000
acres of land for sale by the Atchl
son. Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad located in
Southern Kansas, -the garden of the continent.
For information In regard to these lands; and how
to reach them call on or address
J. C. POST,

98 Per Cent Pore.
This

MORAN’S,

KANSAS.

PERFUMED LYE

Samples of wheat infested with Hessiah
fly received

to
ai-if.

a full line of

SH-iK
I.

&

S.

AlsTID CH/AiFE.

VAN DEN BERGE,

EIGHTH STREET

HOLE

A WJD,

MICH

